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Abstract

Visualising How Influential Circumstances within Imple-
mentations are Connected:
A Study of Implementation Difficulties and Strategies in Healthcare

Julia Helstad
Temis Martinez
Micaela Modin

According to the UN, several problems are expected to arise due to the longer life
span of future generations. In conjunction with a reduced amount of healthcare per-
sonnel, lifted by the WHO, a predictable crisis is yet to come. To counteract this
problem many nations have turned to digitalisation. For example, Sweden is currently
working towards Vision e-hälsa 2025, which among others implies becoming the
world leader in using digitalised solutions by 2025. Digitalisation in the healthcare
sector implicates to upgrade existing systems or implementing new Healthcare Infor-
mation Systems (HIS). This master thesis focuses on the implementation processes
of HIS, which need to be improved in order to achieve the earlier mentioned goal.
A literature review was conducted where relevant strategies and barriers within im-
plementation processes in healthcare were identified. Furthermore, semi-structured
interviews with practitioners resulted in the finding of ten categories and four themes
(group of categories) through qualitative analysis. The categories and themes are
circumstances that affect implementations; the following were the most influential
in an implementation: Planning, Communication, Practical Training and Follow-up
& End-user involvement. In conclusion, the improvement of one or all of the cir-
cumstances above could contribute to a faster digitalisation in the healthcare sector.
Finally, the authors suggested some of the selected strategies and other solutions as
tools for improvement. This study contributes to current knowledge about implemen-
tations by discovering important gaps between knowledge and practice. Moreover,
this study contributes partially to a methodological discovery in visualisation analy-
sis.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

As a consequence of the rapid technological development during the last decades, it
is an ambition in today’s society to have more digitalised solutions in every aspect of
everyday activities. Currently, smartphones, computers, and other modern devices are
used to effortlessly buy products and book services around the clock. Therefore, it is
understandable that the same simplicity is expected from the healthcare sector. How-
ever, this particular sector has not been able to follow the same pace as the rest of the
society due to the complexity of its nature.

The Swedish government has set up goals to become the world leader in the usage of
digital solutions within the healthcare sector, an initiative called Vision e-hälsa 2025
(eHälsomyndigheten, 2016). This initiative aims to make the healthcare sector more
accessible and equal, meaning that it should not matter what background you have,
what economy you have, or where you live: you should have access to good healthcare
regardless. (eHälsomyndigheten, 2016) In addition, society stands upon an inevitable
dilemma: the growing elderly population, which implies a higher future burden on
the healthcare sector since the elderly population normally needs more care than the
younger generations (UN, 2020). According to the UN (2020) the elderly population is
projected to more than double in 2050, reaching over 1.5 billion.

Simultaneously, a second dilemma is a noticeable decrease in the amount of healthcare
personnel (WHO, 2021). This complexity has partially forced the healthcare sector to
work faster towards becoming more digitalised. The goal of this master thesis is to
find out how to easier implement new Healthcare Information Systems (HIS) in order to
come closer to achieving the earlier mentioned governmental goal and counteract future
problems in healthcare.

An abductive approach was practised during this research. Knowledge and theories
were collected from existing literature and empirical data was gathered through inter-
views. To begin with, an initial literature review resulted in a general mapping of the
subject. In this phase, the authors became familiar with the earlier presented issues
and other general aspects of healthcare digitalisation and implementation of HIS. Later
on, different implementation strategies were identified. These strategies in combination
with the founded knowledge and theory, guided the authors into understanding already
identified barriers within implementations.

The theory mentioned above created the basis for the interview questions used in the
qualitative empirical data collection. In total, the authors had 15 interviews featuring
experienced people in the subject but with different backgrounds and expertises. After
transcribing and analysing the interviews, the authors discovered further interesting bar-
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1 Introduction

riers that are seen as knowledge contributions to the existing field of research. Lastly, the
data was analysed and discussed to obtain a conclusion in order to answer the research
questions.

This research discovered multiple interesting circumstances within implementations.
Those circumstances are presented as ten categories that were later grouped into four
themes. How the different categories and themes are connected and affected by each
other was analysed and discussed. The authors concluded that the most influential cir-
cumstances are Planning, Communication, Practical Training and Follow-up & End-
user involvement. The improvement of one or all of the circumstances above could
contribute to a faster digitalisation in the healthcare sector. Finally, the authors con-
tributed with new knowledge concerning barriers in implementations as well as sugges-
tions connected to the earlier mentioned implementation strategies and other potential
solutions.

2



2 Background

2 Background

The responsibility for the Swedish healthcare system is divided into three administrative
levels: the government, the regions, and the municipalities. All levels are governed by
democratically elected politicians (Vetenskaprådet, 2020).

The government’s overall purpose is to establish principles and guidelines for how
healthcare is to be governed in Sweden. Their work is carried out by laws and regu-
lations or through agreements with Sweden’s municipalities and regions (SKR, 2020).
The Ministry of Social Affairs (MSA) is responsible for ensuring that the goals of the
Swedish parliament and the government are met in order for health and medical care
policies to be fulfilled (Socialdepartementet, 2020). The MSAs’ area of responsibil-
ity also includes a number of state authorities, including the Public Health Agency of
Sweden, the Swedish e-health Agency, the Swedish Medical Products Agency, and the
Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare, among others.

In Sweden, there are 21 regions whose main purpose is to organise the infrastructure so
that every citizen has access to good healthcare. The regions must follow the guidelines
set by the government and the Swedish Parliament. Together with the 290 municipal-
ities, the region’s focus areas are patient safety, accessibility, medical quality, and dig-
italisation (SKR, 2020). The municipalities are responsible for the care of the elderly,
people with disabilities, people who have been treated and discharged from hospital
care, and school healthcare. (SKR, 2020)

Swedish healthcare is mainly financed by regional and municipal taxes. The regions
and municipalities also receive extra funding from the state. In 2019 the regions had an
income of 387 billion, of which 80% was financed by tax funds (Franson and Sedigh,
2020).

2.1 e-Health

Vision e-hälsa 2025 is a project in Sweden with a vision of becoming the world leader
in taking advantage of digitalisation and e-health, to make it easier to achieve better and
more equal healthcare by 2025.

Digitalisation and e-health are directly connected to each other. Digitalisation is seen
”(...)as a long and constant process in which all domains of societal activities – from
industries to entertainment, from art to academia, from health to environment – are con-
cerned and are reconfigured by it.” (George, 2020). However, this master thesis only
focuses on digitalisation in relation to the healthcare sector. The reconfiguration men-
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2 Background

tioned earlier is done, among others, by implementing systems that help the healthcare
personnel to streamline their workflow.

In addition, e-health is often connected to technical development, which should enhance
and make systems within healthcare more efficient. According to the Swedish National
Board of Health and Welfare, e-health is described as the usage of digital tools and the
exchange of information digitally to reach and maintain good health (Socialstyrelsen,
2018).

By making healthcare more digitalised, Vision e-hälsa hopes to make it more equal,
giving the same access and support to all citizens regardless of differences in socio-
economic conditions (eHälsomyndigheten, 2016). This vision was ignited when the
inevitable need for more effective healthcare was identified due to the increasing ageing
population (UN, 2020) and decreasing amount of healthcare personnel (WHO, 2021).
Vision e-hälsa wants to develop self-help services and add new digital channels, so the
patients can receive the correct help and diagnosis faster.

Below is the plan for 2020-2022 is described. It has been generated by Vision e-hälsa
to identify and prioritise targeting goals to realise the vision. The strategy includes the
following four different targeting goals (eHälsomyndigheten, 2020):

1. Make the individual as co-creator
Focus on the patient- and user needs by providing information about their diag-
nosis and treatment processes. The information should also be available indepen-
dently of where the patient or user is located.

2. Right information and knowledge
Create a more modern digital environment for healthcare personnel while improv-
ing and simplifying access to knowledge and information needed when meeting
the patients.

3. Safe and secure information management
Continuous development to manage and protect information and prevent personal
information leakage to unauthorised people. The patient can decide and affect
how the information is used.

4. Development and digital transformation in collaboration
To keep up with the digitalisation in society, long-term work for business devel-
opment is needed to prepare and create new behaviours and ways of working.
Collaboration between different social services and healthcare will be needed to
be able to learn from each other’s implementations and digital solutions and ben-
efit from each other’s experiences.

4



2 Background

The idea of a more digitalised healthcare is not only a Swedish desire but a global one.
A more digitalised healthcare could be a part of an indirect contribution to reach the
human rights grounded in the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) such as goal number three: to ”Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being
for all at all ages(...)”. In addition, being relevant to the current situation with the
covid-19 pandemic, it would make it easier to discover, track and control epidemics and
pandemics, which is connected to one of the goal targets (3.3): to end epidemics like
AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis by 2030 (United Nations, 2021).

Estonia is known to have a well-developed digitalised healthcare with a strong infras-
tructure and high level of cybersecurity thanks to e.g. the optimal legal environment that
the Estonian government enables, see Appendix for more detailed information. In this
master thesis, Estonia has given the authors inspiration for solutions when discussing
their findings later in the report. Moreover, it has been discovered that one of their
success factors is their political leadership and their commitment to integrating better
digitalised solutions in their society. Estonia has managed to include the public and has
built trust in e-health, which has lead to the citizens gaining more control over, among
other information, their medical data through their digital patient portal. (Metsallik
et al., 2019; Rannala, 2007; Habicht et al., 2018; Jensen, 2020)

There are arguments for how digitalisation could have a positive effect in the future as
the ones stated above. In opposition, negative effects among the elderly population and
privacy have been found. The elderly population have generally less technical skills
as a consequence of inactivity on digital platforms (Vancea and Solé-Casals, 2016).
Another counterargument of e-health is its privacy and security issues. The patients
and healthcare personnel, want to be able to access data from different digital platforms
and locations. To make this possible, the data needs to be transferred between servers.
This can entail potential security breaches of confidential data if exposed to successful
cyber-attack (Omoogun et al., 2017). Another cybersecurity risk has been identified
as the human factor since the healthcare personnel has limited knowledge about the
existing threats and risks when managing sensitive data digitally (Bellekens et al., 2016).
Digitalisation in healthcare must therefore find ways of designing e-health to include
the less technical population as well as having proper security management to protect
confidential data.

2.2 Implementation

This research focuses on the whole implementation process, which the authors define as
everything from the planning and procurement process to deployment and integration
of the HIS.
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2 Background

The definition of implementation, according to Slingo et al. (2017), is ”(...)the process
of planning, testing, adopting and integrating healthcare information systems (HIS), so
that the technology becomes routinely used in the organisation(...)”. Several steps in
the implementation process have proven to be challenging. In addition, many of the
implemented systems are rarely used to their full potential (Weaver et al., 2016). Earlier
research highlight that no distinct leadership and a disconnect between developers and
end-user (personnel within healthcare) are some of the reasons why implementation
of new systems are perceived as difficult (Edmunds et al., 2016; Koppel, 2016; Unertl
et al., 2016). New HIS are often envisioned as systems that will improve workflow,
reduce errors and increase efficiency for the end-user. Yet, due to poor usability and the
lack of user-centred design, end-users feel frustrated and that the systems do not live up
to their expectations. (Koppel, 2016)

2.3 Aneheim Consulting & Uppsala University

The leadership consulting company Aneheim Consulting is the supervisor of this master
thesis after they proposed to use the authors’ IT and biotechnical backgrounds to delve
into a current problem: the inefficient digital administration in Swedish healthcare. By
having experience in the rebuilding of the new Karolinska Institutet and other projects
related to healthcare, the company has acquired good knowledge in this area. They have
discovered noteworthy shortcomings in today’s information technology infrastructure
and potential improvements through digitalisation, which is a basis for this project.

Aneheim Consulting has been involved in different implementation processes in the
healthcare sector. Therefore, Aneheim Consulting’s contact net were of great help in
this master thesis. Through fairs and conferences, the company has become aware of
Estonia’s success in e-health, where ”more than 95% of the data generated by hospitals
and doctors has been digitised, and citizens can enjoy easy access to their own medi-
cal records, prescriptions, and the most suitable health professional” (Health Europa,
2019). This led the authors to grown interest in Estonian e-health solutions.

For this master thesis to meet the academic requirements, a subject reviewer from Upp-
sala University and an examiner will evaluate that the authors contribute to the scientific
world by producing new knowledge about implementation processes of new HIS in the
healthcare sector.
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3 Problematisation

3 Problematisation

As lifted in the background, there is a predictable problem with the growing elderly
population (UN, 2020) in conjunction with a reduced amount of healthcare person-
nel (WHO, 2021). Healthcare organisations are facing challenges when handling more
patients in less amount of time and human resources. Simultaneously the Swedish gov-
ernment has set the goal of being the world leader in the usage of e-health solutions by
2025, with the project Vision e-hälsa 2025 (eHälsomyndigheten, 2016). To encounter
future challenges and reach the ambitious goal, innovations and HIS need to get im-
plemented effectively to streamline healthcare. Estonia has proven to be a role model
in their success story with a world-leading e-health (Enterprise Estonia, 2021c), a goal
Sweden wants to reach in just a few years.

However, implementations in the healthcare sector are complicated, and many factors
need to be considered for them to be successful. The authors identified nine existing
barriers categorised in three groups: End-users, Planning and Time & Sensitive Data.

To begin with, the end-users are not involved to the extent that they should. It is com-
plicated to know how to include the end-users to understand their needs and not only
listen to what they think they want (Karsh et al., 2010). End-user resistance is also
mentioned as one of the biggest challenges (Kim and Kankanhalli, 2009), as well as the
insufficiency of the training when implementing a new HIS in general (Cresswell et al.,
2013).

There are legal difficulties when planning an implementation. In the procurement pro-
cess where the healthcare organisation should ensure the value of the HIS outweigh the
effort and resources of the implementation. In addition, adaptations and preparations
need to be adequate for the HIS to reduce the risks of failed implementations (Cress-
well et al., 2013). Furthermore, there is a known lack of time within the healthcare
sector because of busy schedules (Devlin et al., 2016). Moreover, information systems
in healthcare require a high level of security due to the sensitive data the sector handles
everyday (Fatima and Colomo-Palacios, 2018).

Because of the complexity of this subject, there is a part of science devoted solemnly to
implementations. The following theoretical approaches, which are a part of implemen-
tation science, are lifted in this master thesis: Process models, Determinant frameworks,
Evaluation frameworks and Implementation theories (Nilsen, 2015). The first three ap-
proaches are covered through examples of theoretical models while the last approach is
covered in a deeper theoretical manner. Examples of implementation theories are or-
ganisational climate, the value-fit found between a HIS and the organisation, and the
readiness of the organisation (Klein and Sorra, 1996; Weiner, 2009).

7



3 Problematisation

Through qualitative interviews with practitioners, it was found how existing implemen-
tations were performed today. With assistance from both the literature review and the-
ory, it was discovered that they were for example difficulties within Training, Planning
and Follow-ups. With the lifted literature review and theory in mind, the authors hope
to contribute with new knowledge to the field of implementation. Particularly in the
healthcare sector and in connection with digitalisation.

8
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4 Purpose

The goal of this master thesis is to find out how to easier implement new HIS to come
closer to achieving the earlier mentioned governmental goal, and counteract future prob-
lems in the healthcare.

The purpose of this master thesis is to generate knowledge to the existing field of re-
search on digitalisation implementation in general, and in the health sector in particular.
Furthermore, the authors want to emphasise the importance of having well-functioning
implementation processes in healthcare. By identifying barriers in the process, the au-
thors hope to indirectly contribute to their improvements.

To be able to fulfil this purpose, the following research questions will be answered:

• Which circumstances are considered the most influential by practitioners, when
implementing a new HIS?

• How are these influential circumstances connected and what are the missing links?

• How can the most influential circumstances and the identified missing links be
improved?

A part from fulfilling the expectations of Aneheim Consulting and providing a report
that can be used in their future projects, this master thesis is expected to contribute to
the overall progress of a faster digitalisation of Swedish healthcare. The situation with
the current pandemic and our ageing society are proof enough to realise how important
it is to have a safe, modern and adequate healthcare system.

4.1 Delimitations

This master thesis is limited to Sweden and only focuses on digitalisation concerning
the healthcare sector. Estonia is slightly included additionally due to their advanced
digitalised healthcare solutions.

Because of the current Covid-19 pandemic this master thesis will be limited to digital
interviews and meetings, which may affect the outcome. The number of interviews,
and the interviews with healthcare professionals, will be limited based on the current
situation and their availability.

9



4 Purpose

In addition, no in-depth legal investigations will be performed since the technical and
entrepreneurial aspects are more significant.

Lastly, protected data from existing healthcare systems will not be usable for privacy
reasons. Although it is relevant for the topic, details in digital security will not be
investigated.

10
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5 Literature Review

By initiating the research with a literature review, known difficulties with digital trans-
formation when implementing a new HIS were identified. Besides helping the authors
get acquainted with the subject of implementation processes in the healthcare sector, the
literature review contributed to narrow down the search for relevant theory. This made
it easier to find answers to the research questions.

Finally, the literature review gave the authors guidance to formulate the interviews ques-
tions properly. The difficulties within implementations are presented as nine different
Implementation Barriers. These barriers contribute to difficulties when implementing
new HIS. They are categorised under End-users, Planning and Time & Sensitive Data.

5.1 End-users

End-users play an important role during implementations since they will eventually be
affected by, or use, the HIS once the implementation is completed. However, it has been
shown that there are problems associated with the end-users and their involvement in an
implementation process. Three barriers connected to the end-users have been identified.

Firstly, the barrier regarding which level of involvement the end-user should have is
considered. Too much involvement might obstruct the work and development of HIS,
while too little involvement might create systems with less value. Secondly, the issue
regarding resistance towards new information systems is lifted. Many factors can affect
how the end-users react when new systems are introduced to them. Lastly, the hurdle
with different levels of IT competence among the end-users and how to plan sufficient
training when implementing new HIS is considered.

5.1.1 Involvement of End-users

The involvement of end-users can be complicated due to their different work roles as
well as their different expectations and preferences. It is difficult for engineers to de-
velop a coherent HIS, which includes all the preferences (from the end-users) and at the
same time works well with already existing HIS. Furthermore, when engineers develop
HIS, it has been shown that there is a difference between listening to what the end-users
”want” and understanding what the end-users ”need”. Therefore, it is important to not
only ask the end-users what they want but also observe how they work and identify the
need that has not been fulfilled with the current HIS. Hence, it is essential for engineers
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to have knowledge and insights in the healthcare sector to create valuable HIS. In ad-
dition, this means listening carefully to the end-users, while analysing the answers to
understand the actual need. (Karsh et al., 2010)

Shaw et al. (2018) are describing two different scenarios of technical adoption which
is technology-push and demand-pull. A technology-push is when a company is pushing
to sell their technology to managers/decision-makers within a healthcare organisation
by helping them to adopt or try their product(s). Often the decision-makers that finalise
the purchase of the product/software do not involve the actual end-users in the deci-
sion. By ”pushing” the technology into the organisation the adoption can become more
challenging and the risk of refusal by the end-users might emerge. The demand-pull,
on the other hand, is the scenario where the end-users or managers identify a problem
themselves and try to find a HIS that might solve the problem. If the end-users under-
stand the value and need of the new product/software it will be easier for them to adapt
to the new technology. Hence, the demand-pull might be a better approach than the
technology-push. (Shaw et al., 2018)

One suggested way of implementing and adopting a new HIS with the end-user in focus
is service design. The concept service design originates from product design where the
end-users are in focus together with the company that is delivering the service (to the
end-users). In the context of healthcare, it is important to focus on patients or the health-
care personnel, but also managers, health system founders, leaders and stakeholders at
the affected healthcare organisation as well as external organisations that are included
in the project.

Service design is customer-focused where the aim is to make HIS useful and efficient
for the end-user. The approach is based on making decisions (in regards to the design
of the system) by observing how the end-users interact with the HIS and how it affects
the quality of their workflow. To create a valuable product for the end-users, it is impor-
tant to go back to the development phase and see if something needs to be changed or
improved in an iterative process. Value Proposition Design (VPD) is a method used to
create value of HIS. By letting the end-users examine, test and propose improvements
to the HIS it will be more valuable for them. service design in combination with an iter-
ative approach like VPD is increasing the chances of creating a valuable system, which
makes the end-users more receptive to the HIS (Shaw et al., 2018).

To avoid the need for a new HIS, the end-users should be able to evaluate and give their
feedback on the system. The evaluation is valuable for keeping and improving newly
implemented HIS and decreases the risk of needing to implement another one. Let-
ting end-users communicate their thoughts will prevent mistakes in future and similar
implementations. (Cresswell et al., 2013)
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5.1.2 Resistance Towards New Information Systems

User resistance is ranked as one of the hardest challenges when implementing new in-
formation systems (IS). Previous research has shown that ”loss” and ”threat” are two
key factors to why user resistance might emerge. New systems or features within exist-
ing systems can create a sense of lost control and, therefore, loss of power, which can
lead to refusal by a group of users. Additionally, the loss of power can be interpreted
as a threat, making the user fear a potential loss or change of their work role due to the
new IS. (Kim and Kankanhalli, 2009)

Another perspective to take into consideration, especially when talking about a time-
constrained sector such as hospitals, is that the resistance towards a new system might
arise due to the preference to stay with the current situation, in other words, continue
using the old already, existing system. (Kim and Kankanhalli, 2009)

Previous commitments to the existing system can create reluctance to learn a new one.
Social norms and work culture are also factors that can impact user resistance. Hierar-
chical structure and the perception of change in the work environment can affect a users
acceptance or refusal while introducing a new system. (Kim and Kankanhalli, 2009)

5.1.3 Tail-Ordering Sufficient Training

If end-users do not obtain sufficient training for a new HIS, the end-users are more
likely to avoid the system or use it inadequately. The training should be custom-made
for the specific workflow alternated by the new HIS. The levels of IT experience among
the end-users need to be considered, which means that some people need to have more
training than others, to acclimate themselves in the HIS’s environment. Therefore, the
training needs to be tailored accordingly to the end-users as individuals and to their
specific practices in the new system. (Cresswell et al., 2013)

5.2 Planning

Four barriers connected to the Planning of implementations are presented below. Ini-
tially, the difficulties with the procurement process and the law that regulates this con-
cern are discussed. It has been shown that this process is strenuous and exacting and
that HIS sometimes is implemented unnecessarily. Next, Change of Organisational
Structure is considered. Changes in the organisational structure (due to implementing
new HIS) might be beneficial for the whole organisation, however, it can occasionally
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decrease the efficiency for the end-users. Lastly, the Collaboration with External Actors
is deliberated.

5.2.1 Procurement Process & Planning

Early in the implementation process, during the procurement phase, it is of great im-
portance that the healthcare organisation consider the value of the HIS. In addition, it
is crucial that the identified problem (that needs to be solved) is clearly stated, and that
there is a precise plan for how this problem is going to be solved by the new HIS. It has
earlier been discovered that implemented HIS have been unnecessary and of low value
for the end-users. Furthermore, it has been shown that the perceived value of the new
HIS did not outweigh the effort and resources needed for the implementation. (Cress-
well et al., 2013)

If the above was realised in an early stage, in the procurement process, both time and
money would be saved. However, if the HIS is proven to be necessary and valuable, a
thorough comparison between different providers, which offers the HIS of interest, is es-
sential to avoid hasty and incautious decisions. If the healthcare organisation had more
time it would be favourable if they could inspect how the HIS is used in other health-
care organisations. Additionally, it would be valuable for the organisation to know if
the supplier of the HIS is offering customisation, so the HIS can be developed to suit
specific needs and workflows. (Cresswell et al., 2013)

The implementation processes need to be conceptualised to prepare for both short term
and long term adaptions to the HIS. The implementation should be planned in a way
that prioritises the use of the HIS to reach the end-users, so it can benefit them as soon
as possible. Moreover, it is important to prepare the infrastructure for the new HIS. This
can include preparation of software and hardware to ensure that the implementation is
working properly in the organisation. (Cresswell et al., 2013)

5.2.2 The Public Procurement Act

By law, all procurements in the public healthcare sector must be made through public
procurement. If the value of the purchase is below 615 312 SEK, a direct procurement
is allowed. (Konkurrensverket, 2020)

In summary, the Public Procurement Act (PPA) is for procurements of construction
contracts, goods and services. The PPA is based on a number of EU directives and exists
to ensure that tax funds are used in the best way and to allow a more open competition
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without discriminating or treating any suppliers better than others. (Konkurrensverket,
2020)

When a public authority, such as a hospital, requires a product, such as a new HIS,
they must fill in an inquiry document that contains all the requirements for the prod-
uct, an assignment specification, the exact parameters on which the decisions are made,
the requirements that shall apply during the contract period and administrative provi-
sions. (Sveriges Riksdag, 2019; Konkurrensverket, 2020) In all procurements so-called
”must”- and ”should”-requirements are set. (Andersson and Filipsson, 2017)

The contract is awarded to the supplier who offers the lowest price or is economi-
cally most advantageous, and who fulfil all the ”must”-requirements. The ”should”-
requirements can provide an advantage in a specific scoring. (Andersson and Filipsson,
2017)

A study has found that the PPA has contributed to prioritise price to a greater extent
than quality. (Andersson and Filipsson, 2017) Furthermore, the suppliers awarded the
contracts tend to be established companies that dominate the market. This dominance
has increased in recent years and could be ”due to a spiral effect that is created when
winning bids gain increased economic power.” (Andersson and Filipsson, 2017)

5.2.3 Change of the Organisational Structure

A vision, which communicates the need of the new HIS, will encourage managers and
healthcare personnel to become more committed to the implementation. Some im-
plementations can create changes in the organisational structure, which might lead to
alterations in both workflows and individual work roles. It is important to have lead-
ers or managers who operate the whole implementation to ensure and maintain a good
structure from the beginning to the end. Everyone affected by the new HIS should be
included and get information about it. (Cresswell et al., 2013)

It has earlier been discovered that a new HIS can increase the overall productivity of the
healthcare organisation, but decrease the efficiency for the end-users. To avoid this issue
the HIS must be customised to suit the end-user’s workflow. (Cresswell et al., 2013)

5.2.4 Collaboration with External Actors

Partnerships between different organisations can be challenging. When comparing a
healthcare organisation with a private supplier, differences are found in ways of op-
erating, expectations and overall goals. Their different ways of communicating usu-
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ally complicate their collaboration. It is therefore important to have recurring meetings
among the managers in the different organisations (healthcare organisation and private
supplier) and make sure they share a mutual vision of how they want the implementation
to be conducted and completed. (Devlin et al., 2016)

5.3 Time & Sensitive Data

Time and sensitive data are two complex barriers the healthcare sector always need to
consider when implementing a new HIS. The aforementioned barriers are described
more in detail below.

5.3.1 The Lack of Time

A problem when implementing new systems is to find the right timing to introduce and
deploy the system to the intended business. In the healthcare sector, this is a sensitive
process as many of the systems can not be replaced and shut down immediately (Hendy
et al., 2005). This requires that the preparatory work before implementing the system is
well-planned and well-customised to suit the particular workflow.

Lack of time is a recurrent issue when implementing a new HIS. The healthcare person-
nel and the end-users have often utterly time-constrained schedules. For instance, an
issue is the use of an iterative approach, as described in the first section, Involvement of
End-users. It is time-consuming both for developers and end-users to be present at recur-
rent workshops and suggest improvements within their already busy schedules (Devlin
et al., 2016).

5.3.2 Management of Sensitive Data

Information systems in healthcare require a high level of security due to the sensitive
data it stores and handles (Fatima and Colomo-Palacios, 2018). This raises major chal-
lenges when developing, implementing and deploying those systems and causes high
demands on the engineering and management in charge (Shoniregun et al., 2010). A
wide span of perspectives needs to be considered building those systems including le-
gal, ethical, psychological, informational and security aspects (Shoniregun et al., 2010).

Due to the increased use of information and communication systems (ICT) in our soci-
ety, cybersecurity has grown to be a very important matter in the protection of sensitive
information and data (Christen et al., 2020). But the rapid growth of complex IS in com-
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bination with the increased risk for cyberattacks creates an ethical dilemma and raises
questions as to which level of cybersecurity is it considered to violate fundamental val-
ues and cross boundaries regarding equality, freedom, fairness and privacy? And who
should decide upon this matter? On the other hand, cybersecurity is a crucial tool to
create trust and confidence in people towards the digital infrastructure (Christen et al.,
2020).

Individuals working with the development and security of healthcare systems will come
across confidential data and thus be embraced by a certain level of secrecy. It requires
those individuals to act responsibly and to follow ethical principles to ensure that this
data is handled carefully. (Association of Computing Machinery, 2018)
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6 Theory

This section is divided into two parts with different main focuses: Implementation The-
ory and Implementation Strategies. This division and how the different parts are used in
the master thesis is presented in Figure 1.

During the last two decades, there has been an increased interest in the subject of im-
plementation science, defined by Eccles & Mittman (2006) as:

”the scientific study of methods to promote the systematic uptake of research findings
and other evidence-based practices into routine practice, and, hence, to improve the
quality and effectiveness of health services” (Eccles and Mittman, 2006).

Today, implementation studies include models and frameworks that have emerged over
time. Additionally, implementation studies have borrowed theories from other sciences
such as sociology, psychology and organisational theory (Nilsen, 2015). According
to Nilsen, there exist three main theoretical approaches within implementation science
with the following purposes (Nilsen, 2015):

• Process models: Describing and/or guiding the process of translating research
into practice.

• Determinant frameworks, Classic theories, Implementation theories: Under-
standing and/or explaining what influences implementation outcomes.

• Evaluation frameworks: Evaluating implementation.

Looking further into these approaches, the authors decided to focus on Implementation
theories. These theories have emerged ”by implementation researchers (from scratch or
by adapting existing theories and concepts) to provide the understanding and/or expla-
nation of aspects of implementation” (Nilsen, 2015). Some examples of these theories
that were lifted by Nilsen are Absorptive Capacity (Zahra and George, 2002), COM-
B (Michie et al., 2011), Normalization Process Theory (May and Finch, 2009), Orga-
nizational Readiness (Weiner, 2009) and Implementation Climate (Klein and Sorra,
1996). However, only the latter two are included in this master thesis; they were of
particular interest because they reminded of the existing barriers found in the Literature
Review.

To broaden the theoretical basis of this master thesis, other theoretical approaches (such
as Process models, Determinant frameworks and Evaluation frameworks) are included
through the chosen implementation strategies.
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Figure 1 Visualisation of the different parts of the theory and how they are used in the
master thesis. The size of the different parts of the theory represents their importance
in this project. Implementation Theories is hence seen as this master thesis main theory,
and what the analysis mostly refers to, apart from the Barriers. The solid lines show the
connection between the different parts of the theory, while the dotted lines represent a
minor influence between the connected subjects.

6.1 Implementation Theory

According to Klein and Sorra (1996) the effectiveness of an implementation is directly
associated with the climate of the organisation, the value-fit of the proposed innovation
(e.g. information system) and the targeted end-users. In their article ”The Challenge
of Innovation Implementation” they present an integrative model, which highlights the
determinants of the effectiveness of an organisational implementation. The effectiveness
is regarded as a function between the organisation’s climate for the implementation of
a given innovation and the targeted organisational members’ (end-users) perceptions of
the fit of the innovation to their values. (Klein and Sorra, 1996)

The Organisational Climate reflects the end-users perceptions of the organisation to
which they belong. If the implementation policies and practices are perceived clearly
and encouraging by the targeted end-users, the climate for the intended implementation
will become stronger. The climate is also affected by the end-users shared experiences,
observations and discussion about the organisation’s current implementation policies
and practices. Moreover, ”A strong implementation climate fosters innovation use by
(a) ensuring employee skill in innovation use,(b) providing incentives for innovation
use and disincentives for innovation avoidance, and (c) removing obstacles to innova-
tion use.” (Klein and Sorra, 1996) The Value-fit is described as ”the commitment to use
an innovation as a function of the perceived fit of the innovation to end-users’ values”.
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Klein and Sorra (1996) are limiting their research to merely focusing on organisational
values and group values. Organisational values cover both external views (i.e. how
the organisation are relating to external customers, constituencies and competitors) and
internal views (i.e. how employees within the organisation relate to work with each
other). The intensity of the organisational values can vary. High-intensity values epit-
omise strong views and strict restraints in regards to desirable or undesirable actions
within the organisation and its members, while low-intensity values epitomise circum-
stances of no to little importance to the members of the organisation. Group values are
shared views -of external adaption, internal integration and the group itself- within a
group of the organisation. The views between groups may vary and is often a result
of the self-interest of the group(s). Different views are likely to be expressed between
groups if they have different functional or hierarchical characteristics (e.g. senior man-
agers, supervisors, technicians) together with different experiences, backgrounds and
traits. (Klein and Sorra, 1996)

The correlation between the organisation’s climate and the value-fit raises interesting
insights in regards to how the end-users will respond and use the innovation.

The organisational climate described by Klein and Sorra (1996) shares many similar-
ities with Weiner’s (2009) explanation of the organisation’s readiness for implementa-
tion. Readiness means being mentally and behaviourally prepared for a change and the
ability to take action. Implementations of new systems or redesign of systems gener-
ally imply alternations in workflows, personnel, communication and decision-making.
Therefore, the big changes require high readiness both on an organisational level, but
also at an individual level. (Weiner, 2009)

An organisational readiness highly depends on the end-users and their individual com-
mitments and preparedness. The end-users should be collectively committed to taking
action to contribute to the changes that come with implementation. As Weiner describes
it: ”Because implementation is often a ’team sport,’ problems arise when some feel
committed to implementation, but others do not.”. Additionally, it is important that the
end-users feel confident that jointly, the change is possible to establish. The confidence
enhances motivational engagement from the end-users which increases the chances of
them taking action to contribute to changes. (Weiner, 2009)

Implementation processes are influenced by the organisation’s resources, structure and
situation. Weiner (2009) explains e.g. that healthcare systems, such as electronic med-
ical records, require higher readiness than systems that do not affect sensitive data or
quality of medical care. (Weiner, 2009)

Moreover, the motivational theory has shown that the end-users are more likely to have
a positive approach if they feel that the implementation generates value for them. If
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the end-users find value in the implementation, it is more likely for them to willingly
be involved, engaged and desire the change. The implementation value can differ be-
tween various end-users; it could either be that the HIS is beneficial for them, that the
managers support it or that it corresponds to the end-users core values. Nevertheless,
the value creation will enhance the commitment and actionable efforts among the end-
users. (Weiner, 2009)

Weiner says ”When organizational members share a common, favorable assessment of
task demands, resource availability, and situational factors, they share a sense of confi-
dence that collectively they can implement a complex organizational change.”. Here he
mentions cognitive theory, meaning that if the end-users assess the knowledge of how
to make the implementation happen, know that they have sufficient resources for the
implementation and know that it is possible to complete in the current situation, they
will have the confidence to take action to support the implementation. (Weiner, 2009)

Furthermore, cultural factors can either support a more negative or positive approach
to implementation. The organisational culture, climate and former experiences with
similar implementations can regulate how open the organisation is to the change. Less
influential aspects such as policies and strict strategies can also contribute to a more neg-
ative or positive attitude to the change. Moreover, consistent leadership shown through
persistent communication and action could affect the end-users’ attitudes towards the
implementation. (Weiner, 2009)

In summary, Klein and Sorra state that organisational climate in correlation with value fit
give interesting regards in terms of how effective the implementation will be (Klein and
Sorra, 1996). Furthermore, Weiner lifts the importance of readiness in implementation,
and how the end-users motivation, commitment and comprehension about the value of
the HIS is connected to it (Weiner, 2009).

6.2 Implementation Strategies

There is a disagreement in the academic world around the taxonomy of models, imple-
mentation processes and frameworks (Nilsen, 2015). However, the authors agree with
Nilsen when stating: ”what matters most is not how an individual approach is labelled;
it is important to recognize that these theories, models and frameworks differ in terms
of their assumptions, aims and other characteristics, which have implications for their
use.” (Nilsen, 2015). To easier refer to the models and frameworks without generalising
too much or wrongly using terms, the authors have chosen to use the word strategies
when they refer to both. The authors have based their choice in the definition of strat-
egy: ”a long-range plan for achieving something or reaching a goal, or the skill of
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making such plans” (Cambridge Dictionary).

This section aims to introduce existing strategies used when implementing information
systems (IS) and, in particular, HIS. Three different strategies have been reviewed; The
DISH-project, The DM-model and The EPIS framework. These strategies were selected
with respect to their significance in context to the research, to broaden the theory and
include further theoretical approaches within implementation science (Nilsen, 2015).
They all originate from scientific literature.

The DISH project was developed specifically with a focus on the healthcare sector. It
is based on three concepts permeated by the importance of involving the end-user in an
early stage of implementation and providing them with proficient competence through
training (DISH project). The DISH-project is an example of a Process model since it
guides the process of translating research into practice (Nilsen, 2015).

The DM-model is widely used to evaluate the performance, benefits and success fac-
tors of information systems, including HIS. This model combines measurable variables
connected to the system itself with non-measurable variables, which refer to the users
of the system (Delone and McLean, 2003). The DM-model is an example of an Evalu-
ation framework since it specifies elements in an implementation that can be evaluated
to determine implementation success (Nilsen, 2015).

The EPIS framework is more flexible and has been applied across different countries,
health systems, and health problems. The framework provides key phases that navigate
and describes the implementation process (Moullin et al., 2019). Since this framework
specify independent variables that influence the outcomes of an implementation (depen-
dent variables), it is an example of a Determinant framework (Nilsen, 2015).

Both the DM-model and the EPIS framework are theoretically grounded and have been
applied in implementation research projects (Moullin et al., 2019; Delone and McLean,
2003). The empirical experimentation of the DM-model led it to be re-developed in
2003 (Delone and McLean, 2003). The EPIS framework has the flexibility to suit dif-
ferent projects, almost independently of their characteristics. In this master thesis, both
the DM-model and the EPIS framework are described theoretically.

The DISH-project has created concepts through research that gave rise to a minigu-
ide (DISH project). The miniguide was recently created by the company Welfare Tech
that grounded the guide on the different concepts and research made by the DISH-
project (Lindegaard, 2021a).
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6.2.1 The DISH Project

Digital & Innovation Skills Helix (DISH) in health is a project in Denmark, Norway,
United Kingdom, Germany, Spain and Poland. The project has involved healthcare
providers, educational institutions and enterprise representatives, which creates a triple
helix cluster. The different organisations work together through the three phases: prepa-
ration, development and testing to ensure that the project will be successful and satis-
factory for the healthcare employees and the involved organisations. The identified
problem is that the e-health solutions are not being properly implemented or are not
used to their full potential. Concurrently, there is a growing population of elderly and a
decreasing amount of care workforce, which makes implementations and digitalisation
in healthcare significant to help with the issue. (DISH project)

A missing link to why many implementations in healthcare are unsuccessful has been
identified as the digital skills, implementation and change management in the health-
care sector. Therefore, the goal of the project is to improve the innovation readiness
and digital skills among the healthcare personnel by advancement, implementation and
adoption of e-health’s existing solutions and products in their workflow. To work to-
wards the goal, a close collaboration with the healthcare personnel and providing them
with the right equipment to facilitate their work. The end-users will also need knowl-
edge and training so they can acclimate better to the innovations and products. (DISH
project)

The DISH project is built on three concepts: Learning Innovation Units (LIU), On-
job-training and skills and competence assessment. The LIU, also called the interdisci-
plinary implementation team, provides planning and preparation for the implementation
by reviewing affected departments and workers to ensure the right skills and compe-
tencies is arranged for them. The DISH project thinks that every time a new HIS is
implemented, an LIU should be created. The concept of on-the-job training makes sure
that the employees get the right training by organising training for them based on their
workflow and use of the new technology. Lastly, the skills and competence assessment
concept is built on the on-the-job training concept to assess what skills and competen-
cies are needed to be taught in training. (DISH project)

One of DISH’s partner, Welfare Tech, which is a part of the national cluster in Den-
mark that works for business development and innovations in healthcare, has created a
miniguide (Welfare Tech). The miniguide is based on the LIU concept created by the
DISH project, and they have identified steps needed in a successful implementation.
Each implementation has its own conditions and challenges, thus it is important to think
of the challenges in each step as an inspiration to what could be a possible challenge in
its implementation project. (Lindegaard, 2021a) The steps of the miniguide are specified
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below.

1. ”Prepare implementation of (new) technology”
The LIU should prepare and engage the employees for the new technology to be
implemented. The LIU assures the right training and conditions are provided so
the use of the technology is easier introduced. The technology is implemented to
become an aid in their workflow thus it is important to have them involved and
engaged in the whole process. (Lindegaard, 2020a)

2. ”Make sure the new technology creates value”
The next step for the LIU is to focus on the technology by identifying and ex-
plaining the contribution of the new technology. They need to think about this
before the implementation and continuously reflecting on the value during the
implementation by involving and listening to the employees and managers. Fur-
thermore, the workflows and positions can change within the organisation, which
means they have to start thinking about how to make the changes effortless for the
affected individuals through, suggestively, training. (Lindegaard, 2020b)

3. ”Plan, follow and lead the implementation process”
The following step is to ensure that the IT infrastructure is adapted to the new
technology, and identify the affected workflows. The LIU needs to ensure po-
litical and administrative support from the management in the introduction to the
technology, and create a thorough plan to prepare the management and employees
for the change. Transparency and communication will help to prevent resistance
and misunderstandings of the technology. (Lindegaard, 2020c)

4. ”Assemble your team of key people”
The LIU should consist of key employees and consultants from different depart-
ments. The DISH project recommends having at least: one project manager, one
representative from IT-department or administration, one representative from ev-
ery health profession at the healthcare organisation that is being affected, one
person from the company who have produced the technology and an end-user
that will use the technology. To enrol the employees during the whole imple-
mentation they recommend using Shared Decision Making method (Lindegaard,
2020d) which makes the end-user’s opinion and preferences central when making
a decision (Elwyn et al., 2017).

5. ”Set the framework for your team”
In this step, the competence, budget and logistics are centralised. The LIU must
look at the competencies in the team and see if it is adequate to what is needed for
the implementation of the technology. Sometimes consultants need to be hired,
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or specialised training is needed for handling the technology. Secondly, the bud-
get set in the procurement process needs to be transformed into a more detailed
plan. (Lindegaard, 2020e)

6. ”Stay curious about the implemented technology”
To ensure successful uptake of the technology, it is important to change the be-
haviour of the end-users and keep them interested in the new technology. To
keep them curious about the new technology, LIU needs to encourage exploratory
behaviour by helping them find the new beneficial functions for their workflow.
They should also be responsive to suggested improvements for the technology
from end-users. The improvement process can continue a long time after the
implementation has been finished, to create a customised technology for the end-
users. To maintain the learning culture for the technology, Lindeegaard recom-
mends using peer-to-peer training, so the key end-users with the most knowledge
about the technology do not always need to be present for it to be used prop-
erly. (Lindegaard, 2020f)

7. ”Collaborate across professionals”
Collaboration between the health professions of every department and tech com-
pany is crucial in every step of the implementation. The LIU needs to collaborate
with the end-users and communicate how many hours are budgeted for them to be
involved in the different processes of the implementation. This makes it clearer
for every participant in the implementation which role they have, why they are
doing it and what is expected of them. (Lindegaard, 2021b)

8. ”Evaluate the implementation process and organisation”
Both the implementation process and the LIU should be evaluated at the end of
the process. The LIU could be evaluated by checking if they have promoted tech-
nology readiness and exploratory behaviour among the end-users. The evaluation
should also consider if they have positively changed management processes and
collaborations between all the involved departments and companies. Additionally,
the evaluation should check if they have ensured understanding of clinical need,
and if each team has the capacity and competencies they need for the technology.
To evaluate the whole implementation process, the initial goals and expectations
can be reviewed to see if they are fulfilled or if something is missing. It is also
important to discuss if the implemented technology is useful and creates value for
them. (Lindegaard, 2020g)
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6.2.2 Information Systems Success Model (DM-model)

Delone and McLean found in the early 1990s that there was no clear model for examin-
ing the efficiency in information systems (IS). They emphasised the necessity of having
a model where independent/input variables and dependent/output variables could be
measured with a similar degree of accuracy. In the article Information Systems Success:
The Quest for the Dependent Variable, published 1992, they illustrated the importance
of having a well-defined way of measure the success of IS by defining a relationship
between six critical dimensions within the system: System quality, Information qual-
ity, Use, User satisfaction, Individual impact and Organisational impact. (Delone and
McLean, 2003)

The model received a lot of attention after the article was published. Many researchers
applied, validated and challenged the model in their research. Those contributions even-
tually led the authors to update the model ten years later (see Figure 2) (Delone and
McLean, 2003). The Individual and Organisational impact was merged into one dimen-
sion called Net benefits and another dimension called Service quality was added.

The six critical dimensions are connected by arrows to indicate a process flow (Fig-
ure 2). However, no positive or negative signs are shown for how these dimensions are
causally associated. The causal associations are determined by the context of the in-
tended study, in other words, it is up to the researchers to hypothesise and decide those
relations. The process flow mainly consists of three components: the creation of the
system, the use of the system and the consequences of the use of systems. The causal
flow also consists of three components: production, use and net benefits. (Delone and
McLean, 2003)

The three quality dimensions (Information, System and Service) should be measured
(or controlled) individually because they subsequently affect the dimensions of ”use”
and ”user satisfaction”.

Information quality refers to the information the system is going to store, produce
and deliver; the system’s output. This dimension is measured by completeness, ease of
understanding, personalization, relevance and security.

System quality refers to the characteristics of the system itself. The quality of the
system is measured by adaptability, availability, reliability, response time and usability.

Service quality refers to the support given by a service provider, e.g. an IT department.
This dimension is measured by assurance, empathy and responsiveness.

Use intentions refers to why people use the system. This dimension is quite hard to
measure due to the multidimensional aspect of ”use”. It is up to the researcher to clarify
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the ”use intentions” linked to the context of the study. This dimension can be measured
by the nature of use, navigation patterns and how many times the user visits (uses) the
intended system.

User satisfaction refers to how contented the users are of the system. This dimension
can be measured by repeated usage/visits of the system and user surveys.

Net benefits refers to the overall impression of the system. This dimension requires the
researcher to determine the ”benefits” of the proposed system. It also includes setting
a frame of reference regarding for whom is affected by these benefits. Adding ”net” to
the dimension refers to the fact that an outcome never is completely positive, without
any negative consequences. The ”Net benefits” are linked to the ”Usage intentions” and
”User satisfaction” in a significant feedback loop. This dimension can be measured by
calculating time savings, cost savings etc. Have the system helped individuals save time
and money? If so, how does this affect the intentions to use the system and the user
satisfaction? ”Net benefits are the most important success measure because it captures
the balance of positive and negative impacts of the system”. (Delone and McLean, 2003)

Figure 2 The updated version of the DM-model from 2002.

6.2.3 EPIS

Exploration, Preparation, Implementation, Sustainment (EPIS) is a widely used imple-
mentation framework and was a result of a literature investigation on implementation
in the public sector linked with healthcare systems in the USA. This framework has
been used since 2011, when it first was reported in the literature, by countries like Mex-
ico, Sweden, South Africa, Belgium, Canada and Brazil. (Moullin et al., 2019; EPIS
Framework, 2021). The EPIS framework is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Visual representation of the EPIS Framework.

This framework has four key components that are explained below:

1. First key component: The Four Phases
The four phases: Exploration, Preparation, Implementation and Sustainment, are
included in the first key component of the EPIS. (Moullin et al., 2019; EPIS
Framework, 2021)

The Exploration phase consists of a stakeholder discovering and a new, or an
existing, clinical or public health need that a patient, community or client might
have, and identifying the best evidence-based practice (EBP) or innovation to ful-
fil that need. In this phase, an evaluation can be done to discover if something
needs to be adapted to the system, organisation or on an individual level. In the
Preparation phase, it is decided if the innovation should be adopted for good or
not. In this phase, a detailed implementation plan is developed and identification
of negative and positive parameters (barriers and facilitators of implementation)
that could affect outer and inner context (described later) is done. To facilitate
the use of the innovation in future phases, implementation support such as train-
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ing, coaching and feedback should be considered. This will prepare the organ-
isation and contribute to an open implementation climate where the change is
expected. (Moullin et al., 2019; EPIS Framework, 2021)

The chosen innovation is used for the first time in the Implementation phase,
where it is initiated in the organisation. In this phase, there must be a continu-
ously monitored implementation process to evaluate which parts of it that require
support and adjustments. The phase to follow is the Sustainment phase where the
goal is for the innovation to be delivered with constant stable support of the whole
process. This way one can easier notice the impact of the implemented system in
the healthcare sector. (Moullin et al., 2019; EPIS Framework, 2021)

2. Second key component: Outer and Inner context factors
It is important to highlight both outer and inner context factors that can be seen
as instrumental for the implementation process, in each of the previously lifted
phases (Moullin et al., 2019). ”Together, the inner and outer contexts reflect the
complex, multi-layered, and highly interactive nature of the socio-ecological con-
text of health and allied healthcare that is noted in many implementation frame-
works” (Moullin et al., 2019).

The outer context describes the environments outside the organisation that may
include the characteristics of the individuals for whom the innovation is targeted,
such as the patients or clients. The flexibility of this context comes through the
inclusion of relationships between different entities such as managed healthcare
organisations, financiers, governments and professional societies. In contrast, the
inner context refers to the organisational structures and resources, leadership,
staff, practices, etc, and characteristics of individuals, such as clinicians, direct
service providers and/or other practitioners. Individuals responsible for the over-
all management may also be included depending on the different levels of the
organisation. (Moullin et al., 2019; EPIS Framework, 2021)

3. Third key component: Innovation Factors
The innovation factors are related to the innovation. The implementation will
affect the patients/clients (included in the outer context) as well as actors in the
organisation (included in the inner context). Therefore, a certain adaptation to
the innovation is required. It is important to maintain the core components of the
innovation when adapting. (Moullin et al., 2019; EPIS Framework, 2021)

4. Fourth key component: Bridging Factors
Here, the focus is on the bridging factors between the inner and outer context.
Outer systems, where the organisation operates, may affect the inner context of
the organisation and vice versa, which can affect the implementation process at
different levels depending on the context. (Moullin et al., 2019)
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This framework recognises that adaptation and the involvement of reasonable imple-
mentation strategies are necessary. Furthermore, it is important to have a high degree
of fit between the characteristics of the innovation and the values and needs of the im-
plementer to increase the success rate. The developers of the innovation and the people
who support the implementation of them also play an important role throughout the
implementation process. (Moullin et al., 2019)
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Below is a description of how the authors planned to proceed with this master thesis to
find answers to the previously mentioned research questions. This process is presented
in Figure 4.

First, a brief introduction to the abductive approach is presented. This part is followed
by a more detailed description of the chosen methodology for the project.

7.1 Abductive Approach

An abductive approach was used, which is a mixture of the deductive and inductive
approaches. The deductive approach bases on what a researcher already know about a
project’s intended domain. This knowledge is obtained by studying both what is already
known for the chosen domain, but also theoretical considerations in association with the
domain (See Litterature Review & Theory). From this view, the researcher deduces a
perception of the subject which is later translated into researchable processes enabling
empirical data collection. In summary, the theory and the presupposed perception in the
deductive approach are driving the research and the gathering of data (Bryman and Bell,
2011).

The inductive approach starts with observations and gathering of data, in this case
through semi-structured interviews with interesting objects (See Semi-structured In-
terviews). Later, qualitative analyses were conducted on the gathered empirical data
(See Analysis Method).

According to Bryman and Bell (2011) research is rarely isolated to one approach. The
authors believe that it is better to view the two different strategies as tendencies rather
than clear cut distinctions.

7.2 Literature Review & Theory

According to Flyvbjerg (2006) theoretical and general (context-independent, e.g. infor-
mation from literature and computers), knowledge can only help a researcher to reach a
beginner’s level of a subject. To reach a higher level of expertise of a subject concrete
and practical (context-dependent) knowledge is required through ”a view of reality”,
through case-studies. (Flyvbjerg, 2006)

Flyvbjerg writes ”Knowledge at the beginner’s level consists precisely in the reduced
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Figure 4 A visualisation of the how the project was executed. As seen above, the
research questions have been revisited multiple times.
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formulas that characterize theories, whereas true expertise is based on intimate expe-
rience with thousands of individual cases and on the ability to discriminate between
situations, with all their nuances of difference, without distilling them into formulas or
standard cases.” To clarify, Flyvberg does not want to undermine the rule-based knowl-
edge (context-independent) as it is important for beginners to first get familiar with a
subject to be able to conduct good case-studies. Nonetheless, the researcher must do
experiments or tasks repeatedly in ”reality” to reach a higher level of expertise and
understanding of the subject. (Flyvbjerg, 2006)

The research was initiated by a literature review to gain knowledge about the subject.
The review helped the authors to find pertinent theories and to form a feasible case-
study. The case study was conducted through qualitative, semi-structured interviews.

The literature review is a crucial part of the master thesis since the analysis of the empir-
ical results is connected to the earlier founded knowledge and theory. The first research
question, where the interest is in identifying which circumstances of an implementa-
tion process are considered the most influential when implementing a new HIS, were
partially answered by the literature review. The literature study also gave the authors
guidance to formulate the questions for the interviews properly.

7.3 Semi-Structured Interviews

The interviews followed a semi-structured approach, to complement the literature re-
view. This method is based on several predetermined questions, which were posed to all
interviewees (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The questions were not asked in a specific order,
and all questions did not necessarily need to be inquired to all interviewees. The semi-
structured approach permits the interviewer to depart from the prearranged queries to
follow up on interesting points mentioned by the interviewee. Moreover, all interviews
followed the same direction to be comparable and to pursue the nature of the research.
At the same time, it was essential to be flexible when conducting the semi-structured
interviews due to different aspects such as ”(...)varying the order of questions, follow-
ing up leads, and clearing up inconsistencies in answers(...)” (Bryman and Bell, 2011).
The flexibility and simplicity while comparing different interviewees would not be pos-
sible if an unstructured, or completely structured approach was used instead. (Bryman
and Bell, 2011; Galletta, 2013)

The semi-structured approach enables the opportunities to both targeting interesting
dimensions linked to the research, while at the same time allowing space for the inter-
viewees to present new perspectives and topics to the study (Galletta, 2013).

The interviews were divided into three segments, advancing from open-ended questions
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to more specific and in-depth questions (Galletta, 2013). The queries aimed to help
answer the research questions without being too specific, avoiding leading the inter-
viewee into giving influenced answers (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The questions in the
first segment, the ”Opening segment”, consisted of broad, open-ended questions which
reflected upon the interviewees own experiences. It helped the interviewers move into
the ”Middle segment”, containing questions pursuing the study topic more in-depth.
During this segment, there was space to dig deeper into the complexity of the research
topic. Lastly, the ”Concluding segment” allowed the interviewer to revisit some ques-
tions (reflecting on data from previous segments) and ask the interviewee to further
explain points of interest. This segment acted as the last part of the interview where the
interviewee could add further thoughts.

The purpose of the interview questions was to establish a greater understanding of im-
plementation processes. The interviews were audio-recorded with the approval of the
interviewee, to ensure not to miss important data. The questions are available in Swedish
and English (see Appendix).

Due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, the interviews were held digitally with all three
authors present. Each interview had one interview leader who asked all questions and
decided the direction of the interview. The other two authors were semi-passive, and
mostly took notes and contributed with a few comments or questions if necessary during
the interview. Having more interviewers lead to examine different focus areas, which in-
creased the chances of finding interesting angles during this part of the research (Bech-
hofer et al., 1984). Most of the time, both the interviewers and the interviewees had
access to their camera, to have a more natural conversation.

Before the interview, the participants received an e-mail (See Appendix) that worked
both as a reminder about the meeting and provided the interviewees with information
about the interview. In the e-mail, they gained full knowledge of how the informa-
tion would be used for future analysis. The personal data of the interviewees could be
confidential. However, their job description and/or position had to be available for the
empirical data to be credible in the result. Additionally, the interviewees were informed
about the interview being audio-recorded and that this report would eventually be public
and available for others.

Electronic platforms, like LinkedIn and e-mail, were used to contact 47 people, and a
total of 15 interviews was conducted through Zoom, a digital tool for video conferenc-
ing. Each interview lasted at least 60 minutes, resulting in over 900 minutes of raw
data. Due to the large amount of data, a dictation function in Microsoft Word was used
to speed up the transcription process. Despite transcribing only relevant parts of the
interviews and using helpful software, the transcription was very time-consuming. On
average, 60 minutes of data resulted in 7-8 hours of transcription work.
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Transforming the recorded interviews into written text was a vital step in the analysis
of this research project. The transcription was seen as an interpretive process, that
helps the authors to get familiar with the data, rather than a straightforward technical
task, and is a helpful tool to maintain accuracy and credibility in the research (Bailey,
2008). The authors chose not to transcribe parts that in turn were not analysed in the
research project, e.g. greeting phrases and info at the beginning and polite conversations
at the end. The transcribed interviews worked as a foundation for the thematic analysis
described below.

The authors believe the chosen method resulted in relevant and comparable empirical
data, which contributed to produce satisfying answers to the research questions and the
overall result.

7.4 Analysis Method

Flyvbjerg (2006) writes about a misunderstanding that researchers are biased in their
research and mostly try to verify their preconceptions. On the contrary, it has been
shown that researchers are open to new knowledge and can often refute preconceptions.
Flyvbjerg describes in his own words that ”...it is falsification, not verification, that
characterizes the case study...” meaning that finding something unexpected through an
exploratory approach contributes more to a case-study than to verify already recognised
knowledge and theory. (Flyvbjerg, 2006) During the analysis the authors tried to ap-
proach the findings exploratory to be open for new methods and knowledge.

When transcribing the interviews, the authors began with a qualitative analysis of the
data, which was presented as a narratively and visually. Initially, they analysed the
data thematically. To make it more intelligible, the authors filtered the large amount
of data into ten categories and later, to four themes. The themes were visualised in an
explorative approach where an additional analysis was made. The visualisation analy-
sis helped the authors identify a missing link that was one of the contributions to the
existing knowledge.

The narrative analysis is a subjective interpretation of the interviews by the authors.
Flyvbjerg (2006) comments on oppositions about the summarised narrative approach.
Some suggest that a case study can not be summarised because then the context can not
be fully understood by the readers. On the other hand, it can be negative to have too
much detail because it is then more difficult to explain complex parts of the case study.
In addition, by having a summarised narrative the authors open up for the readers to do
their own interpretations of the case study (Flyvbjerg, 2006).
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7.4.1 Thematic Analysis

A thematic approach is when the qualitative data is broken down into different themes
that can be distinguished recurrently throughout the transcripts and notes (Bryman and
Bell, 2011). Due to the amount of interview data, this approach was chosen to break
down the data into intelligible conclusions that helped the authors answer the research
questions. (Mortensen, 2020)

The authors began to individually code words and quotes from the transcription based
on the theory presented (Mortensen, 2020). The preliminary code words formed be-
fore analysing the transcriptions were: Training, Planning, Collaborations, Time, Sen-
sitive data, Organisational impact, End-user reaction and End-user involvement. Hav-
ing this deductive approach in mind, the authors also analysed the transcriptions more
exploratory in an inductive approach to finding new code words (Mortensen, 2020).
The authors coded all phrases that seemed to be significant for the subject (Mortensen,
2020).

Figure 5 A visualisation of the workflow; one phrase in the interview material is con-
nected to a code word. The code word is then linked to a category, which in turn is
connected to a fitting theme.

When the individual analysis was done, the authors shared the phrases connected to the
code words. Those were compared and assembled into categories. These categories
were later divided into four different themes which simplified the analysis and discus-
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sion that followed. The themes were conceptualised by analysing each category and
its associated data. According to Braun and Clark (2006) ”A theme captures something
important about the data in relation to the research questions, and represents some level
of patterned response or meaning within the data set(...)”. This approach was taken into
consideration when deciding the themes. The process is visually described in Figure 5.

7.4.2 Visualisation Analysis

As a complement to the concluding segment of this master thesis, visual representations
of the findings were made for the results to be clearer and easier to analyse. This visual
methodology was developed over time and is seen as a methodological contribution in
connection to the analysis since there is a lack of existing visual analytical methodolo-
gies. The authors call it the TJM-visualisation method.

An existing visual methodology is the mind mapping technique. A mind map ”is a dia-
gram used to represent concepts, ideas or tasks linked to and arranged radially around a
central keyword or idea. Primary branches represent the major ideas or themes around
the central topic, and secondary branches tend to include more concrete illustrative
examples.” (Burgess-Allen, 2010). This kind of methodology was used to manage the
qualitative data from patient participation processes in the context of a health service
environment. (Burgess-Allen, 2010)

The TJM-method and the mind mapping methodology have some similarities; both con-
tribute to visual representations to simplify both the analysis and result. However, there
are remarkable differences. Firstly, the TJM-method was used after a thematic analysis
and hence does not try to replace it. Secondly, the mind mapping methodology is used
actively during the collection of the empirical data, where the mind map evolved during
the curse of the discussion with direct feedback from the interviewees (Burgess-Allen,
2010). This is not the case for the TJM-method. The figures were done after collecting
the empirical data without the influence of the interviewees, and as a complement to
the analysis and conclusion. Thirdly, there is no central topic in the TJM-method as in
the mind mapping methodology. Instead, the focus is on the connection between the
found circumstances, see Figure 8, and how these circumstances impact each other, see
Figure 9. Lastly, the visual methodology here takes sizes and locations of the found
circumstances into consideration, something that is not the case with the mind mapping
technique.

The visual methodology created during this master thesis was of great support as a
complement to the thematic analysis. The authors recommend the TJM-methodology
in similar future researches.
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Today’s society is evolving at a fast pace, and as an institution of society, so is the
healthcare sector. The accelerated progress where the world is becoming more and
more connected and digitalised is changing the sense of morality and ethics, and old
rules of decency and principles do not always apply (Taylor, 2013). Due to the complex
and sensitive information the healthcare sector is handling, it is fundamental to consider
the ethical dimension when implementing new HIS.

8.1 Research Practice & Morale

For the research to be legitimate, it is important to follow good research practice. ”Eu-
ropean Code of Conduct for Research Integrity”, written by All European Academics
(ALLEA), has found four basic principles to follow for good research practice. The
first principle is reliability, which says that the method and analysis of the study should
be well-made with a maintained professional quality throughout the study. Honesty is
another principle that mentions that all the findings should be presented clearly, and
be reviewed objectively by the researchers. Respect for everyone involved in the re-
search and the environments that might be affected is another important principle to
follow. The last principle is the researchers’ responsibility for the findings and results
of the study. Furthermore, the researchers have the responsibility to make it public and
available for others to take part in. (ALLEA, 2018)

Since this report uses references throughout the study to maintain academic quality and
all data found is presented transparently, this master thesis holds good quality. (Veten-
skapsrådet, 2017)

All the information was preserved and managed respectfully. No questions about sensi-
tive information were asked, other than the interviewee’s name, title and experience. It
should be possible for others to find the preserved information, but some information is
limited if it can affect someone’s integrity. (ALLEA, 2018) If anything falls under confi-
dentiality, the information will not be public, and the authors must maintain silence. Ad-
ditionally, the research should not in any way hurt or influence the people involved and
not manipulate the collected data from literature or empirical studies (Vetenskapsrådet,
2017).
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8.2 Is Digitalisation Too Good To Be True?

Although a digitalised society is a common goal in today’s society, the authors believe
that one must consider the negative aspects of the subject to truly accept and enjoy the
benefits it brings.

As mentioned before, the sensitive data of many citizens is handled in the healthcare
sector daily. This data is often transferred between different caregivers and agencies. If
this transfer step is compromised, it could become a victim of a successful cyberattack,
giving devastating consequences to already vulnerable citizens. An example is what
happened in Finland in the year 2020 when thousands of psychotherapy records were
hacked (The Guardian, 2020). The hackers blackmailed patients and demanded the
value of C200 in bitcoin for not making the content of the conversations with their
therapists public (The Guardian, 2020).

New technology is constantly being developed around the world. It is easy to forget that
the developers are people with flaws, imperfections, prejudice and own thoughts that
inevitably influence their life and hence their work. It could lead to an automation of
discrimination, for instance, a racial one, as was discovered during the beginning of the
Covid-19 pandemic in the USA, where a racial biased was discovered in a healthcare
algorithm that guided health decisions (Obermeyer et al., 2019). It is possible that one
assumption in the system affected many African American patients since it was found
that 17.7% that the algorithm assigned to receive extra care were black, a result that
should be 46.5% if the algorithm was not biased (Obermeyer et al., 2019).

The situations listed above are examples of the consequences that digitalisation in health-
care could lead to if it is not developed in a just, precise and careful way. Nevertheless,
the authors believe that the technology, like all things, have their good and bad sides,
and that the fear of dual-use should not come in the way of developing a better future.

8.3 The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a law for people regarding how
their personal data are being processed and protected in the European Union. The in-
terviewees during this study are referred to as the ”registered” in GDPR as it is their
information that is registered and processed. The registered have the right to know
when and how the information will be processed, and should also have easy access to
the information they have shared. They are also allowed to change faulty information
and require that certain information be deleted, which the authors intend to follow. If
the registered asks to look at the gathered information or to delete something, the au-
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thors have to make sure the registered is identified to the specified person and make sure
the accurate information is shared or deleted (Integritetsskyddsmyndigheten, a). To use
personal data from a registered, the registered has to give an indisputable, voluntary
and specific consent orally, electronically or in writing. Only the most relevant personal
information should be gathered, and the registered must know how it will be processed
and for what purpose it will be used. (Integritetsskyddsmyndigheten, b)

8.4 Authors’ Considerations

During the qualitative research, in-depth interviews were conducted. The following
ethical risks for this master thesis were identified:

• The interviewees can be socially harmed by having their name becoming public
in the research.

• The interviewees can feel deceived if it is ambiguous how their answers will be
used.

• The interviewees can feel unfairly interpreted.

• The interviewees can feel embarrassed, angry, sad or experience psychological
stress during the interview if they do not feel comfortable or are stressed.

• The interviewees might share confidential information from their company or say
something that might jeopardise the company’s reputation, which could lead to
the company firing the interviewee or being sued.

• The interviewees might feel insecure about their gender, gender identity, race,
belief, sexual orientation, age or disability and can have experience of being dis-
advantaged by it.

Solutions to these potential ethical issues are:

• The interviewees need to give oral consent during the interview for the authors
to have the right to publish their name and title. Any other personal data will be
confidential. Their name can also be confidential if they prefer. In that case, a
pseudonym is used.

• Information about the master thesis is provided for the interviewees, and they
can ask questions about it during the interview. If the master thesis changes its
purpose, the interviewees will receive new information and will have to give ad-
ditional consent to participate for the new purpose.
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• The interviewees have the right to read their citations and approve them before
their publication in the report.

• The authors will ask the interviewees for permission to contact them after the
interview for eventual clarification during the transcription and analysis.

• If the authors suspect any possible confidential information, the authors will ask
the interviewee if they approve the information to be and analysed.

• The authors will do their best in not letting the master thesis be affected by the
interviewee’s gender, gender identity, race, belief, sexual orientation, age or dis-
ability. None of these personal identities will be asked during the interview.
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The following section aims to present the analysis of the empirical data gathered from
the semi-structured interviews. Firstly information about the interviewees is presented.
Secondly, the Theory and existing knowledge was used to analyse the empirical data.
However, this data was also analysed openly in order to make new findings possible.

9.1 Interviewees

The people in Figure 6 were this master thesis resulting interviewees. As seen in the
figure they have different backgrounds and are therefore divided into different work
areas.

All the interviewees were relevant for the research. The green and blue work areas are
directly connected to healthcare implementations while the red category of ”others”
helped the authors in different ways:

Henriette, EU Consultant and EU Program Manager is one of the co-founders of an im-
plementation approach - the DISH project. She has unique expertise in planning for a
more digitalised healthcare in Europe although she does not have hands-on implemen-
tation experience.

A part of being a Digital Transformation Advisor, the authors would like to refer to Anett
as an expert on the Estonian success factors when it comes to their digitalised healthcare.
Her background is more political than technical, however, the authors gained insights
from Estonias journey to use as inspiration for future solutions in Swedish healthcare.

Minna is a Researcher in Gender studies and IT at Uppsala university. One of her
researches had to do with how nurses perceived the implementation of a new HIS in
their workplace. There, she made interesting findings that the authors got to hear more
about.

Elin is a Solution Specialist in a medical technology company in Stockholm. Her con-
tribution is the suppliers’ point of view when implementing new HIS.

Both Senior Manager, Jay, and Former Senior Risk Consultant, Bryan, have little expe-
rience in the healthcare sector. However, they have a huge experience in implementing
and evaluating new systems in other sectors. Their knowledge contributed to under-
standing the uniqueness of the healthcare sector in comparison to other sectors.
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Figure 6 Summary of interviewees, their titles, working areas, relevance for this re-
search and regions they work in.
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9.2 Categories

The following ten categories were found when analysing the empirical data: Planning,
Collaborations, End-user Reaction, Time, Training, Security, Organisational Impact,
Communication, Bureaucracy and Technology influence. Figure 7 below presents the
themes, the categories and the codes. Figure 8 and shows the connection between the
categories.

9.3 Themes

After categorising the empirical data it could be further divided into four themes; Ac-
tions, Reactions, Planning & Resources and Obligations. These themes and categories
are discussed and analysed below. Figure 9 shows how the different themes are con-
nected.

9.3.1 Actions

The definition of Action is ”the fact or process of doing something, typically to achieve
an aim” or ”a thing done: an act” (Oxford Languages, 2021).

Communication, collaboration and training were assembled into the same theme be-
cause they all represent circumstances, which can be affected and influenced by actions
created by the human factor such as culture, leadership and engagement. The theme is
not solely affected by the human factor, but also shapeable by external factors such as
resources, equipment, situations and geographic factors.

How well the communication and collaboration work is a direct effect connected to
human actions. Additionally, training is also something done by action, both in how it
is planned and what the actual theoretical- and practical education the end-users receive.

9.3.1.1 Communication

Communication is an essential tool to succeed with implementation projects indepen-
dently of the sector (Nicotera, 2019). There are certain problems with communication
in the field of healthcare that are explained below.

To begin with, different background and knowledge between end-users and developers
affect their communication. Minna, Researcher in Gender Studies and IT, points out the
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Figure 7 Themes, categories and codes found in the empirical data. A description
of the categories is also presented. Different colours are used to distinguish different
categories and themes from each other. Hence, the colours do not refer to anything.
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communication difficulties between different departments of a hospital:

”It’s a language issue as well, like this nurse that calls or emails, or whatever, that
she is understood by the IT-support, and that the IT-support understands her, and that
she then understands what the IT-support answers. It’s a bit like they have different
languages...” [own translation, see Appendix B.8]

Problems with communication between different work-groups can be connected to the
discussion of group values lifted by Klein and Sorra (1996). The issue raised above,
by Minna, is a practical representation of how different shared values (or views) within
groups with different functional characteristics (e.g. different work roles) can compli-
cate communication. In this example, it is clear that the nurse and the IT-technician
convey and expresses things a bit differently.

Additionally, language barriers exist between different work roles, and there are differ-
ent levels of technological expertise, which might lead to miscommunication. Magnus,
Licensed nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator, states the importance of
having people within healthcare who can help personnel overcome the bridge of mis-
communication: ”That’s my contribution there to bridge the gap - the bridge between IT
managers and the end-users on the floor, who speak two different languages... And who
have different needs of the systems, and different expectations as well.”[Own translation,
see Appendix B.8]

Collaboration is highly dependent on how the communication is working between the
actors involved. As the theory states, it is of great importance to have continual dia-
logues and meetings during an implementation process. This applies both within the
organisation, between organisations and towards external actors. Yet again, communi-
cation has proven to be quite difficult. Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager, said
they had great difficulties getting information from an ongoing project to the rest of
the organisation. He referred to communication as particularly flawed with a lack of
structure and reviled there was a huge gap that made it hard to have continuous commu-
nication between management and the organisation.

Continuing on the noticeable lack of structure, the research has shown difficulties when
communicating changes or updates to everyone who is affected by an implementation.
Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader, thinks:

”So, there is a tricky thing, and that is to reach all end-users. I know it’s problematic.
There is no good way to do so. There is no path to reach all users, you have to take like
detours through certain people and hope that they pass the information forward. These
are administrative difficulties, I guess.”[Own translation, see Appendix B.8]

Communication should not solely be a one-directional path for project managers to in-
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form the end-users and other stakeholders about changes in an implementation of a new
HIS. The authors have during the interviews noted that most of the interviewees advo-
cate a multi-directional communication flow, where the end-users can have a chance to
communicate their thoughts. According to motivational theory lifted by Weiner (2009),
end-users are more willing to be involved and engaged in the implementation if they
find value in it. However, the authors fear this value can be reduced if the end-users do
not have an opportunity to communicate their engagement.

Trine, Head of innovation, describes how she prefers it, which is also one of the basic
principles of the DISH project (DISH project) and also connected to Collaborations:

”It’s important that we meet the right people, put them together in the same room and
discuss whatever we are going to implement. And then, in this group, we should talk
about the vision strategy. Where are we going to go with this implementation of this
technology?

Elin, Solution Specialist, adds to Trine’s thoughts, by describing how she took initiative
to improve the communication between different stakeholders:

”The first thing I did when I went into this role was to encourage the customer to have
discussions where all parties are involved. It also gives us suppliers a point of contact
where we can communicate directly with each other. (...) We all (different suppliers)
ensure that the customer has the best possible solution. It just takes time to wait for
other communication channels.” [Own translation, see Appendix B.8]

One important aspect with communication is to make stakeholders and end-users un-
derstand the value of the implementation, which again is connected with the value-fit
lifted by Klein and Sorra (1996): ”Why should this new system be implemented? Why
is this beneficial for us?”. Anett, Digital Transformation Advisor, describes how to
communicate with people that might feel uncertain of changes and new systems:

”Start with a positive message. Don’t scare people by something else. I mean it’s, it’s all
about this, and then other thing is that raise people’s awareness, raise their knowledge
because if I would ask you to do something right now that you have never done before.
I’m pretty sure that you might be thinking: ”Okay, I’m not quite sure if I really should
do that. Maybe I’m against that because I don’t know how to do these things and I’m
scared”. That’s okay, that’s also okay to be scared, and that’s their responsibility to
provide every single generation enough knowledge to use the systems..”

A surprising finding was that the communication within regions does not work opti-
mally. People seem to isolate themselves into smaller divisions and mainly communi-
cate within those. Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration and Connie, IT
Administrator and Project Manager gave their experience of this:
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”Everyone thinks that they work with development, but no one really wants to say that:
”yes, this is how development should look like”, so it becomes easy to create your own
islands and think this is how we work with development here”[Own translation, see
Appendix B.8]

And, Connie adds:

”The regions themselves have small individual islands that do not talk so much to each
other.”[Own translation, see Appendix B.8]

These smaller, isolated islands might complicate the development of a more general,
structured way of communicating changes within the implementation, especially if those
islands have their own ways of handling things.

9.3.1.2 Collaborations

Hospitals rarely develop new HIS themselves, which means that partnerships with sup-
pliers that do so are of great importance. As Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager,
describes it:

”As soon as there is something on the market already, which it is in many cases, it is not
economically justified to develop it yourself” [Own translation, see Appendix B.2]

The collaboration between the hospital and the suppliers is, therefore, a key factor to
successfully implement a new system. Estonian Anett, who works as a Digital Trans-
formation Advisor, highlights the positive aspects of close collaborations between the
public and private sector:

”Because the private sector is always one step ahead of us, the public sector. (...) my
advice is to always listen to private sector. And 100% always include academia, so
universities, to the process, because that’s where the innovation starts and happens.
And then, I’ve been always saying that this kind of magic formula for success story is
usually between the triangle of public sector, private sector and academia. And if these
these three sectors in this triangle are working well together, things are great.”

Trine, Head of Innovation and Co-founder of DISH also mentions the importance of
including the three sectors, academia, private sector and public sector as they have done
in the DISH project (DISH project):

”(...)there must be either a hospital or a municipality, where we can recruit staff to do
the training with. And then there’s an institution for education. And then there is an en-
terprise. Or cluster. So, in each country, those three are in a triple helix organisation”.
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The literature review has shown that collaboration between the public and private sector
is challenging due to differences in their organisational structures and workflows (De-
vlin et al., 2016). The empirical data confirms that the healthcare sector is not used to
the same pace in development as other sectors. Moreover, it is evident that suppliers
do not always take into consideration the strict requirements within healthcare and that
they have a stronger focus on business benefit and economy. As Wiener (2009) men-
tions, healthcare systems, in particular, require higher readiness than systems that do
not affect sensitive data or quality of medical care.

Lastly, collaboration within the organisation itself has also been proved difficult, as
Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration states:

”We are so many administrations that have their own heads that decide, that have dif-
ferent goals with their business and such.. and then you should try to get all these to
work as ”one”, according to a uniform process. That can be quite challenging...”[Own
translation, see Appendix B.2]

IT Administrator and Project Leader, Connie, also describes the issue with collaboration
between different parts of the organisation:

”You treat IT as a separate part. (...)I mean you have IT here and then you have the
rest of the organisation there.. Instead of seeing IT as a part of the whole body, which
can be used to develop the organisation. (...) I don’t think the regions have sorted that
out quite yet, I mean how important it is to work with IT and business development in a
smart way as well..”[Own translation, see Appendix B.2]

9.3.1.3 Training

The authors found that Training was one of the most important circumstances in the suc-
cess of an implementation. The literature review mentioned that one common issue was
the lack of training of the end-user when implementing a new HIS. This was rather odd
since all interviewees, independently of their category, communicated the importance of
providing the end-users with proper training before, under or after an implementation.
On the other hand, it is understandable since the training correlates with the resources
and Planning of the project. Usually, it is an economical issue to get the supplier to
educate the end-user which in turn affects, among others, the length of the project in
time. Senior Consultant, Helen, said the following about the subject when describing
difficulties in defining a project scope together with the suppliers:

”(...)then it was also said: ”no but wait, are you not going to train the end-users?
No, because the superusers will train the end-users and that’s not part of the project
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scope”. And it was like a very important thing, and it could affect... because if the
end-user training should also be included, then it costs more from the supplier and it
requires a longer schedule” [Own translation, see Appendix B.5]

The complexity of the issue grows further considering the lack of time the end-users
have. As lifted under the analysis of the Time aspect, healthcare providers have often a
pressed schedule and prioritise, above all, to take care of the patients. This connection
between Time and Training is of great importance and will be discussed further.

Another issue the literature review brought up is the variation of IT experience among
end-users in connection to the education they receive. The different levels of IT expe-
riences obligate the organisation that provides the education to understand which level
they need to begin with to educate the end-users. This, in turn, gives contrasting vari-
ations of readiness within the organisation, since different end-users are not equally
prepared for the change (Weiner, 2009).

Former PMO, Alice, confirms:

”(...)the course contained, for example, what does ”the WWW” stand for? What does
it mean that you are online? So it’s that level. You have no idea what people’s tech-
nical competence are. And you have to assume that everyone is, I don’t want to say
children because I think that children have a fairly good (technical) knowledge, but re-
tirees/seniors. There are certainly seniors who work at the hospital, and they must also
be able to understand the systems, so education is very important.” [Own translation,
see Appendix B.5]

Furthermore, differences were found regarding the ways and the extent of how the end-
users are educated. It is very common to have superusers: end-users that are educated
more than their colleagues in order to help them when the implementation is com-
pleted. Furthermore, there is a tendency for education to be more digitalised, being
done through webinars, e-services and digital platforms. Solution Specialist, Elin, said:

”(...) we will work more and more with e-learning, for example, recorded material,
specially for upgrades. It is better that we have a (digital)portal where they can go in
and take part of the latest version (...)” [Own translation, see Appendix B.5]

A surprising finding was the importance of the difference between theoretical education
and practical education. Both forms of education are important to the organisational
climate since they ensure that the end-user will receive the right type of skills to use
the HIS, which will contribute to a stronger implementation climate (Klein and Sorra,
1996). As stated earlier, the authors believe many people involved in implementations
know the importance of having a proper education, but ignore or do not realise the ben-
efits of having practical education in combination with theoretical. It could be because
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it takes much more time than only the theoretical training and hence requires more re-
sources and cost more money. Nevertheless, this leads to frustrating situations of not
fully taking advantage of the solution due to a lack of knowledge. Henriette, EU Con-
sultant and EU Program Manager, said:

”(...)there are a lot of good solutions that are already being presented and so on. But
very often they are not used to their full potential. And it is especially because the
healthcare professionals, they do not have the correct skills and understanding of the,
of the technological solutions. And very often it’s very hands-on skills that they do not
have, for example.”

The hands-on skills that Henriette refers to are crucial for the end-user to fully accept the
HIS in their workflow. Additionally, moving forward from the importance of practical
education to a safety point of view, a lack of hands-on skills could be a direct threat to
patient security, which is lifted further under Security. Here is an example from Project
Leader, Kim, talking about an event after the implementation of a new alarm system in
a hospital:

”And the first week, the alarm did not work. Because then a woman who worked at the
heart intensive care unit had taken part in all the training, but she had not pressed the
button. And this lady was not used to cell phones or touch screens or anything like that.
And there was a touch screen we had to set the alarm.” [Own translation, see Appendix
B.5]

Moreover, the hands-on skills are directly connected to how much the end-users ac-
cept the new HIS in their workflow and, in turn, how effective the end-users work will
become due to their comprehension of the HIS value. Connie, IT Administrator and
Project Manager, expressed:

”It increased the probability of encounter it in a good way later. (...) When we had the
(practical) training and they did these exercises and got stuck on something. Then you
can reconnect to: you know ”the idea of this is that”, so you explain the basis of it.”
[Own translation, see Appendix B.5]

Lastly, it was also found that the end-user was more likely to participate in training
if their managers or leaders were involved in the implementation. Their involvement
caused them to scheduling time for the end-users to training instead of the more com-
mon ”do it when you have time” instruction. This empirical finding correlates to the
organisation climate theory stating that if the implementation policies and practices are
perceived clearly and encouraging by the targeted end-users, the climate for the intended
implementation will become stronger (Klein and Sorra, 1996).
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9.3.2 Reactions

Something the categories in Reactions share is that they are influenced by the end-
user’s and actor’s opinions, expectations and experiences. This theme highlight feelings,
attitudes and perceptions as responses to events connected to implementations of new
HIS.

The Organisational Impact describes how the hierarchy, culture and leadership can af-
fect the end-users’ reactions towards new HIS. Technology Influence is another element
to consider that can get a lot of diverse reactions, depending on if it helps or complicates
the workflow of the end-user. Lastly, the End-users Reaction is important to consider
since it is the end-users who are going to use the HIS in the end. The HIS should be
designed for the end-users and it is therefore important to listen to them and see how
they interact and react when using the new HIS.

9.3.2.1 Organisational Impact

Introducing a new HIS into a healthcare organisation could lead to organisational changes
such as changes in the workflow and sometimes in certain work roles, as the the lit-
erature review stated. In the worst-case scenario, and as mentioned under End-user
Reaction, digitalisation does take away people’s jobs. However, this does not often hap-
pen in healthcare, instead, it is common for a person’s work role to be affected, as the
theoretical aspect mentioned. Elin, Solution Specialist, said:

”We work with pathology that has looked the same for 100 years. If we then have to
say: (...) what you do, we can replace it with a machine that does it instead. It can be a
little sensitive.” [own translation, see Appendix B.7]

Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration, contributed with a more clear exam-
ple of someone’s professional identity being affected as a consequence of an implemen-
tation:

”(...) many people forget, when you introduce such a system, that it is in some way
confusing your professional identity, you have been the absolute best at reading paper
journals and you are the one you go to to get an understanding (...) then suddenly there
comes some 20-year-old with an iPad running past like,(...) then all of a sudden you are
the one who knows the least.” [own translation, see Appendix B.7]

Moreover, it is not always obvious for the HIS to be welcomed in the end-users’ work-
flow, some interviewees mentioned how end-users would try to continue using the old
system even after the implementation of a new HIS. It could be because they do not feel
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confident with using it, which could be connected to lack of Training, or because they
just do not believe in it. Henriette, EU Consultant and EU Program Manager, adds the
following to the subject:

”I mean, to make technological solutions work, it’s maybe 20% technology. And then
80%, like, culture, collaboration, the willingness to work together and all these things
that are around. And very often that’s forgotten.”

As mentioned before the empirical data shows that the willingness Henriette talks about,
to welcome the HIS, could be influenced by the leaders. This can make the end-users
more positive towards it as Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader, reviled:

”You can’t go directly to the staff and ask, and think that it will work. It must come from
above” [own translation, see Appendix B.7]

Connie continues sharing an example:

”(...) this big -project, I think they had support from all the way from the top: from the
hospital director to the regional director. And it was probably one of the success factors
that made it actually, (...) that it was such a drive to allocate time and resources for it.”
[own translation, see Appendix B.7]

The literature lifted the importance of the HIS being customised with the end-users
workflow for it to both increase the overall organisational productivity and the effi-
ciency of the end-user. Moreover, the theory also stated how big changes require high
readiness, both on an organisational level and at an individual level (Weiner, 2009).
The empirical data proved this to be more complicated due to the lack of technological
maturity one finds in the healthcare sector. Alice, former PMO makes the following
comparison:

”I think a hospital is extremely immature for technical changes while in retail, for ex-
ample (...), an IT implementation has a greater chance of success because the people
who will take over are adaptable and are used to this happening. You are a little more
forgiving of problems as well.” [own translation, see Appendix B.7]

Furthermore, the authors noticed that a number of interviewees found making cultural
changes one of the hardest steps in the whole implementation process. Robin, Head of
Department at a Swedish Hospital answered the following when asked about the most
challenging steps in an implementation:

”(...) cultural changes (...) Changing technical things, that is often possible, it can be a
challenge, but actually changing the way people think and work is perhaps the biggest
and most difficult.” [own translation, see Appendix B.7]
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The authors found this contradictory to the findings in the literature review that lifted the
importance of the HIS being customised with the end-users’ workflow and not the other
way around. The only interviewees that defended the theory was Minna, Researchers in
Gender Studies and IT, who said:

”This with thinking that you have to go in and change a culture, I do not think culture
is a problem, it was not like people were negative in any way, but the most important
thing with the implementation is that the system is adaptable.” [own translation, see
Appendix B.7]

Lastly, some interviewees experienced difficulties in finding the right people with the
right competence because of the variety of consult companies nowadays. But many did
not believe it was a problem because of the exact same reason. Moreover, the authors
found that a constant change of people in the same implementation could affect the
project. Senior Consultant, Erik, shared an example:

”(...) it was some kind of relay baton (sv: stafettpinne) between project managers from
the pre-study up to the procurement and through the implementation, and we were a
total of 6 different project managers during this time.” [Own translation, see Appendix
B.7]

This constant change of people is due to a variety of reasons, such as the length of
the project and the different collaborations in it. However, the authors want to lift the
importance of one particular answer where the constant change was because of people
breaking down due to stress and pressure from the project. Alice, former PMO said:

”Maybe it’s just my opinion, but if 16 people have burned themselves out during the
implementation of this system, you have not succeeded with your project.” [Own trans-
lation, see Appendix B.7]

9.3.2.2 Technology Influence

Technology influences organisations in different ways. It is normally expected that a
new HIS should make the work methods more effective, but the empirical data has
shown that this is not always the case. As mentioned before in Training, several in-
terviewees mentioned that the end-users are not provided with the right training which
resulted in the end-users not being able to use the available HIS to their full potential
or actively avoiding the technology because they do not feel comfortable with it, as
mentioned in End-user Reaction. Senior Manager, Jay, agrees that it can be difficult
for the end-users to adapt and use the technology if they do not have the confidence or
competence to use it. It indicates that the organisation has issues with readiness since
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organisational readiness highly depends on the end-users and their individual prepared-
ness (Weiner, 2009). Eventually, it will make the end-users rather want to use the old
system that they are comfortable with:

”The risk is ultimately that the system doesn’t do what you want it to do, or what you
expect it to do. That’s, that’s the real technical limitation, you do then have some
personal limitations, like, people don’t like it, and they don’t want to use it. So, they
keep using the old system instead. Like they just don’t adopt it.”

Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator, thinks that all the
different IT-systems usually confuses the end-users but it also depends on their compe-
tence levels and how comfortable they are with the systems. As mentioned in the the-
ory, the end-users should be collectively committed to taking action to contribute to the
changes that come with an implementation (Weiner, 2009). With insufficient informa-
tion and training, the end-users would rather use an old system that they are comfortable
with, as mentioned under Organisational Impact.

It is presumed by the authors that the end-users usually think the HIS are complicated to
use because they are generally not involved in the process of designing and purchasing
the system. Minna, Researchers in Gender Studies and IT has experienced that the
nurses, that usually are the primary end-users to many HIS, are not always involved
when designing the systems. One reason is because of the hierarchy in the organisation,
and that the managers and doctors usually have more influence in how the HIS should be
designed, which again connects to Organisational Impact. It is also about the designers
not understanding the workflow of the end-users, so they must rely on the features and
requests the end-users are explaining orally, see Communication. It is also hard for
a designer to design a system where the end-users have different workflows, in this
case, the doctors have a more linear workflow while the nurses have a more non-linear
workflow. Minna described how it can look when buying a new HIS to doctors and
nurses:

”It’s partly about the doctors being allowed to speak more, and partly about the doctors’
way of working, this with you doing one thing and then documenting it, it’s kind of
easier to understand, easier to assume for a designer. Because of the way the nurses
work, that you are constantly interrupted, and there is no coherent time, it is not really
something that is natural in the head of a system designer. So, it is a completely different
environment, since you have not done that so we made that you follow nurses(...)” [Own
translation, see Appendix B.10]

This affects the value-fit, and in turn the effectiveness of the implementation since the
end-users are not taken into consideration from the start (Klein and Sorra, 1996). Fur-
thermore, Minna, believes that the design of the HIS could be improved if designers
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were working at the hospitals. Where they could get to know the end-users and involve
them more as mentioned in Planning and understand the workflow. The problem is to
find competent designers wanting to work at the hospitals:

”(...)instead of buying systems from large suppliers or in addition to that, you would,
so to speak, have more IT system designers employed in the regions within healthcare.”
[Own translation, see Appendix B.10]

Another issue about implementing a new HIS is the existing old systems and hardware.
The hardware could be outdated, as a consequence, it might not have the power to
support the new HIS. Minna explains:

”(...)so you do not update the hardware at the same pace as you push in new systems,
so they have computers that do not really meet or only just meet the new system require-
ments (...) it will be a lot of hassle, the computer stops responding, and you get thrown
out and stuff. It is also interesting that you, so to speak, invest in the systems, but people
use machines that are barely enough.” [Own translation, see Appendix B.10]

The new HIS must be compatible both with the old hardware and the operating systems
(OS). It makes the integration of a new HIS very delicate because of the various OS and
systems in the same organisation. Tests must be run accordingly to make sure everything
will continue to operate after installing the new HIS, as Magnus, Licensed nurse, Object
Specialist and System Administrator, illustrates:

”Yes, it is the IT unit here that has built this test room. There are all the different
computers we have. That is laptops, DELL computers and then different versions of
those that are out on the floor, different operating systems. (...) To ensure that there
is no chaos on the day you upgrade for the user on the floor. It would be stupid if
about 5000 computers are shut down because I installed my update, which causes the
production to stop completely.” [Own translation, see Appendix B.10]

A different way of testing the HIS is to do pilots. The majority of the interviewees had
a positive attitude towards pilots because they could see how the new system worked in
practice. On the other hand, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration, Magnus, said that
the pilots are just a way to put more pressure on the end-users:

”(...)I’m kind of allergic to the term: ”let’s do a pilot”. To do a pilot means that you
have no idea about anything but you just send it out to check the situation like, that kind
of thing will stress the healthcare too, but we do a pilot and then you throw out an IT
system, no one really knows how we follow it up, no one really knows what the purpose
is(...)” [Own translation, see Appendix B.10]
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9.3.2.3 End-user Reaction

The literature review stated that the end-users tend to react negatively when the organ-
isation is implementing a new HIS. The empirical data strengthen this fact and adds a
parameter that could be the cause of it. Some of the interviewees described the elderly
as the ones reacting negatively. Ratul, Change Leader of IT at a Swedish Hospital, said:

”Older people tend to want to work in an old-fashioned way, I would like to say. Now I
do not tar everyone with the same brush, but most of the time it is actually the case that
you have worked in a certain way for several years and think that it has worked very
well. They have learned all the routines and so on, and then we come and introduce a
new system and it turns out that they, they do not cope, they do not have the time.” [Own
translation, see Appendix B.3]

The literature review also revealed that if the end-users feel threatened by the new sys-
tem, because of the risk of losing their jobs, they will not be as welcoming to the new
HIS. This is independent of the positive impact that the HIS might have on the organ-
isation. Senior Manager, Jay, described the potential fear the end-users can feel when
introduced to a new HIS:

”(...) IT and automation does take away people’s jobs. And so sometimes there is some
push-back there, because people are worried, like, oh, man, I do these 10 things, and
they’re building a system that does five of them. And so now all of a sudden, you just
don’t need them anymore. And so, people get defensive, and they get worried. And so
especially if it’s a very old fashioned or traditional company, they feel like, you know,
they may not have a place there anymore.”

On the other hand, it was also found that there is a resistance towards existing older
systems and that many end-users would prefer an update of the outdated technology.
Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration, said:

”But you often hear that healthcare workers are ”IT-tired”, but they are rarely reluctant
and tired of IT, they want more, but they want adequate IT instead. Where the systems
talk to each other and they are connected according to the way you work. And it often
happens that you get two working methods, because there are two IT systems, then you
have to do double work.” [Own translation, see Appendix B.3]

The research also uncovered different opinions about the end-user reactions. The reac-
tions depend on how the HIS is introduced, if the system does threaten the end users
job/position and if the system makes the end-users feel safe and comfortable when us-
ing it, which could be connected to the degree of readiness of the organisation (Weiner,
2009). Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital administration, describes it as:
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”(...)it’s not so much about what you think of a system, it’s about what the system makes
you think of yourself, and you can really take that with you, that if you want a good
implementation then you should also think about, when doing this implementation does
this make me feel safe, do I feel I have control over the situation(...)” [Own translation,
see Appendix B.3]

Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager, also describes how the leadership can affect
the attitudes of the end-users as well as how much time and resources are invested in the
implementation project. If the leader has a good attitude and makes proper preparations
for the end-users, the reactions are usually more positive:

”So, depending on which project manager it happens to be, they will do things differ-
ently. There are examples where it works very well and there are examples where it
works very poorly. It all depends on what efforts the project manager makes, how they
do it (...).” [Own translation, see Appendix B.3]

IT Administrator and Project Leader, Connie, agreed with the fact that the reactions can
be very individual depending on the competencies and other qualities. Moreover, the
research found a correlation between theory and empirical data. The theory stated that
implementation processes are influenced by the resources provided by the organisation
and that that implementation value could vary depending on the support provided by
the manager (Weiner, 2009). The empirical data showed that leaders that did not invest
time, resources and education on the implementation usually had worse reactions from
the end-users. Connie stated:

”I think it also depends a lot from person to person; are you younger or older, are you
accustomed to computers or not accustomed to computers. I also think, which I think
we saw when we did it, they basically said that: ”We ignore educating”, ”we do not
think it should be needed” or ”we do not have time for it” or something, it was worse
there.” [Own translation, see Appendix B.3]

As mentioned before, there is a variation in the end-user reactions. Even though it is
tempting just to listen to the positive reaction, it is important to understand how every-
body reacts to understand what must be done better. Alice, former PMO said:

”(...)then you have a bunch shouting: ”Finally! This is the future, we want more, give us
everything you have!”, want to learn about everything, which is really fun (...) but then
the risk is that you think everyone has this attitude.” [Own translation, see Appendix
B.3]

To conclude, the authors found that the chances were higher for an implementation to
be seen as positive from the eyes of the end-users if there is a great commitment and
dedication from the managers and leaders of the organisation. It could also help to get
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the key people in every group or the ones higher up in the ”hierarchy level” on your side
from the start of the implementation.

9.3.3 Planning & Resources

Time is a static resource that is limited and everyone and everything involved are com-
pelled to organise the project according to the allocated time. The Planning of imple-
mentation can be partially influenced because human factors, such as a leader, can alter
priorities, involvement and working methods and provide guidelines and overviews. On
the other hand, resources, budgets and competencies are harder to modify because they
are usually decided and formed by external regulations and organisations in addition to
higher-level management. When planning an implementation the budget provided for it
is hard to budge and it is not certain that the resources and competencies are adequate
and adjustable for the implementation project. The theme consists of fundamental and
semi-static categories, where some parts are more influential than others.

9.3.3.1 Planning

The empirical data has confirmed the literature review findings when it comes to the
procurement process and planning of implementation. The implementation should pri-
oritise that the HIS reach the end-user as fast as possible, so both the end-user and the
organisation can benefit from its usage. But many of the interviewees found it rather
difficult to formulate the needs in the requirement specification when deciding on a new
HIS. In other words, they found it challenging to define the requirements for the HIS
for it to be beneficial to the end-user. When asked what the most challenging step was
in an implementation, the Change Leader of IT in a Swedish Hospital, Ratul answered

”I would like to say the requirements (...) This is what we are pretty bad at because we
think everything should be included. But what can be done? What, what is desirable
and what do we need?” [Own translation, see Appendix B.1].

This was one of many answers that lifted how difficult the beginning of an implemen-
tation process could be, when the team is put together and the requirements are decided
in connection to the PPA, see Bureaucracy. It includes deciding how much time the
project is going to take, how much everything is going to cost and what kind of com-
petencies are needed in the team. Senior Consultant, Helen added the following about
the importance of being clear when defining the requirements, which also is linked to
the importance of having good communication during the outlining of the project and
shows the ambiguity that can occur:
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”It has happened that you entered (a project) and there is an agreement you have to
follow, and then there are writings that even you think: but this one, what do you really
mean here? This can be interpreted in slightly different ways. (...) then there will be a
discussion about that sooner or later” [Own translation, see Appendix B.1]

Furthermore, the authors found a trend in wanting to have an ”agile” working methodol-
ogy, even though it might be contradictory to the historical conservative way of working
in the healthcare sector. On the other hand, some of the interviewees still experienced
difficulties in finding a suitable working method and suitable implementation plan. Es-
pecially since every implementation is unique, which has been proven by the empirical
data, showing different successes and obstacles. This is a crucial aspect since there is
knowledge about the value of the HIS and the importance of delivering this value to the
end-user. Although other interviewees ensured having a clear ”overall” plan of imple-
mentation, the authors noticed uncertainties about how clear they actually were. When
asked about the project plan his company follows, Customer and Innovation Manager,
Karl answered:

”But it is quite old-fashioned, classic. (...) There is someone who needs something,
someone who designs it. And after X years, they have hopefully delivered something that
meets the original criteria. This is often not the case.” [Own translation, see Appendix
B.1]

IT Administrator and Project Leader, Connie, revealed also the following about concrete
routines while implementing new HIS:

”I wouldn’t say that we have so many routines and processes around how and how in
projects to implement a solution” [Own translation, see Appendix B.1]

The quotations are concerning threats for a successful implementation since cognitive
theory states that if the end-users know of how to make the implementation happen, they
will have the confidence to take action to support the implementation (Weiner, 2009).

Another interesting found during the research, which will be discussed further, was how
most of the interviewees described a successful implementation process as when the
”effect goals” of the HIS is met, when ”measurable results” show that it is successful,
when everybody understands that the HIS is something that is going to facilitate for
people or when something has real ”business benefit”. Yet, many of them confessed
how they must be better at following up on the impacts of the implementation projects.
IT Administrator and Project Leader, Connie, confirmed:

”Yes, unfortunately, I think we are mostly involved until the starting moment, but not so
much after that. We are bad at following up” [Own translation, see Appendix B.1]
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As mentioned earlier, the authors noticed how important it was for the interviewees to
include the end-user at an early stage. Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration,
added the following when referring to a successful implementation:

”(...) because much is about the fact that those involved in the project feel that they have
been made visible, that they have been well received, that we have listened to their needs
and we have understood their needs and their pain.” [Own translation, see Appendix
B.1]

Finally, Trine, Head of Innovation, also mentioned that they should not only be present
when designing it, they should also be involved before buying the system because they
are the ones that will use it in the end:

”(...)we’re not the ones buying systems. We are the ones making it work when somebody
has bought it. (...), it’s a problem that somebody is making the decisions about what
to buy and which way to go. And other people have to make it work in their everyday
work. (...) Hopefully, they ask somebody from healthcare, but sometimes we have the
feeling that they haven’t talked to any in healthcare. Before buying systems.”

9.3.3.2 Time

Time is a limited resource within healthcare and plays a crucial role when implementing
a new HIS. In the research, it was found that most of the interviewees regarded the end-
users’ (doctors, nurses etc.) fully packed schedule as an issue when trying to introduce
new HIS or updating existing ones. Trine, Head of Innovation and Co-founder of DISH
describes it as:

”And they don’t have time, time is actually coming through my mind more and more, that
time is really an issue in healthcare. And that maybe some of them have the competence
if they had the time, but their priority is patients, and that’s what they’re educated for.
So, they would never put that aside and say, now, I use today to make it work. Never.
They would always prioritise the patient, and that should be so.” [Own translation, see
Appendix B.4]

Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator also mentions the
problems with time constraints:

”(...) a bunch of the end-users or people on the floor finds it frustrating, ”My calendar
is completely packed! When could I find time to leave and attend this training? Which
I would like to do...” but there are other things, like other factors that control my time
that make it impossible (...)” [Own translation, see Appendix B.4]
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Robin, Head of Healthcare IT Systems at a Swedish Hospital, also highlights the time
pressure the personnel might feel towards an implementation. This in turn is highly
connected to the Planning and early deciding for a HIS that is actually needed or that
will make the end-users work more efficient, especially during a pandemic:

”Healthcare staff are, especially now during a pandemic with Covid, already very pres-
sured and often find it difficult to free themselves from it to be able to spend the time
needed to be part of an implementation. So well... there is the reason again why we
should not keep on and implement systems unnecessarily. Because it is very impor-
tant that the work we put in does not exceed the benefit we get.” [Own translation, see
Appendix, B.4]

The empirical data also touched other time aspects in regards to time estimation, timing
and time efficiency. Many of the interviewees in the work area ”Managers”, described
challenges with estimating how long the whole implementation process would take.
Moreover, the authors could identify issues with the lead time, the time it takes from the
start of a process to its conclusion, like Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and
System Administrator describes it:

”And this is probably one of the bigger problems, the issue with the lead time, waiting
for developers to have something ready, waiting for the finished package to be created
before I can get it delivered to me. And then in my turn, waiting to get an appointment
with the right IT technician, who can install the software for me.” [Own translation, see
Appendix, B.4]

Despite many challenges considering time in healthcare, one positive aspect was lifted
by Solution Specialist, Elin, who said:

”I know that our products are useful for Swedish healthcare or healthcare in general.
We can, for example, be involved in shortening lead times for cancer diagnostics (...)”
[Own translation, see Appendix B.4]

9.3.4 Obligations

Bureaucracy and Security were grouped together into the theme Obligations. This
theme covers two categories that are complicated and difficult to affect, despite which
role you play in implementation. Both categories embrace circumstances that the health-
care sector must accept and work actively with during implementations, such as laws,
regulations and security aspects.

Healthcare organisations are obligated to follow certain external and internal laws, reg-
ulations and norms to ensure a safe environment for both healthcare personnel and pa-
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tients.

9.3.4.1 Bureaucracy

This category covers relevant laws and regulations, as well as administrative processes
within the healthcare sector. The literature review brought up the Public Procurement
Act (PPA) and the issue of it not prioritising quality before price and theory stated
how less influential aspects, such as policies and strict strategies, also contribute to
more negative or positive attitudes towards change (Weiner, 2009). The empirical data
gave varying reactions about this particular act, the majority either confirmed the theory
or showed some dissatisfaction with it. Many of the interviewees, as Project Leader,
Kim, were ”painfully conscious” of the purpose of the PPA: that it is a solution against
corruption at the same time it ensures that tax money is used correctly. But Kim still
said:

”The law on public procurement is really painful when it comes to the regulations for
procurers. Sometimes you have to be forced to buy from suppliers that you absolutely
don’t want. Because the regulations say so. (...) Their staff do not have the right skills,
they have bad references. So then you have to sort of find a way to articulate it in the
procurement so that you don’t get that supplier because you are constantly afraid that
you will get in these damn suppliers who are hopeless. (...) No, PPA simplifies nothing.”
[Own translation, see Appendix B.9]

Moreover, Licensed nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator, Magnus, means
this regulation is one of the reasons why the public healthcare sector is not at the fore-
front of digitalisation by saying:

”(...) we end up far behind when it comes to things like this. It goes through investiga-
tions. It goes through procurements. (...) Yes, and then it is appealed. For the suppliers,
it (the procurement) is incredibly big money. They want to win at any price. Otherwise,
they lose an income, which means that they appeal these decisions more and more to
prolong the process and then it can be extended to six months, a year, 1.5 years. It’s not
uncommon.” [Own translation, see Appendix B.9]

Trine, Henriette and Sabine had similar thoughts about the Danish equivalent to the
PPA and added GDPR to the list of regulations that made it harder to implement new
HIS in the healthcare sector. Magnus, Licensed nurse, Object Specialist and System
Administrator adds:

”It’s good that it exists, to protect people’s data and privacy, but indirectly it makes
contact with the supplier more difficult.” [Own translation, see Appendix B.9]
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In the variation of reaction came the interviewees that were positive to regulations. IT
Administrator and Project Leader, Connie meant that she perceived the PPA as ”quite
reasonable”. And although Customer and Innovation Manager, Karl, was noticeable
irritated at regulations, he meant that GDPR:

”Forces one to think about it and deal with it, and if I wouldn’t be forced to do so, it
would probably be quite chaotic, and patient data would have flown around from right
to left.” [own translation, see Appendix B.9]

Furthermore, Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration, meant that it was all
about the attitude one has towards regulations:

”It’s a lot about how we relate to them, the purposes with them are very good, but it is
important to understand how they work and understand what you are allowed to do and
not allowed to do, and how you can use them to your advantage (... )” [own translation,
see Appendix B.9]

And although Elin, Solution Specialist, said regulations mostly complicate an imple-
mentation, she also added:

”I would really like there to be more guidelines. (...) all the regions we work with are so
different in terms of what resources they have on-site when they introduce a new system.
If there were more guidelines from a central point of view, it would be great, in my
opinion.” [own translation, see Appendix B.9]

The empirical data also showed that more established companies were most likely to
give the winning offer since they can afford to compete with the lowest prices. Unfor-
tunately, because of them often being bigger and more established, they have multiple
projects at the same time. This means that the customers have experienced less service
and attention in comparison to smaller companies.

Another aspect of bureaucracy is more of an international issue that appears when
Swedish agencies want to use foreign servers (often American), as mentioned under
Security. Finally, the authors were surprised by a controversial answer from Karl, Cus-
tomer and Innovation Manager. But on second thought it reminded them of one of the
success factors lifted by Anett about Estonia, and how the Estonian people, after be-
ing free from the Soviet Union in 1991, were forced to start from scratch and build
up a working system. Karl, suggested the following about the process of procurement,
although he realised it would be a huge challenge:

”Redo everything, in principle, preferably from scratch so that we set up something new
that works” [Own translation, see Appendix B.9]

Karl continued to explain why everything should be redone:
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”You rig the system from that someone might at some point want to do something bad,
and we want to catch that. Not from that someone wants to - the vast majority- want
to do something good, and so they rig the system after that. I think you need to rig the
system from the starting point that everyone wants to achieve something good and then
you should set instances and control mechanisms that lie behind it, which still meet up
and make sure that the worst does not happen.” [Own translation, see Appendix B.9]

9.3.4.2 Security

As found in the literature review, it is very important to manage sensitive data properly,
such as patient records and medical information. The theory also stated that healthcare
systems, such as electronic medical records, require higher readiness than systems that
do not affect sensitive data or the quality of medical care (Weiner, 2009). It could be
very harmful to a person if the data would leak due to a cyberattack or bad management
of the confidential data. Anett, Digital Transformation Advisor, described how much
more sensitive the medical information is and how harmful it would be if it was leaked:

”(...) like medical data, like it’s the most sensitive data of people that you can ever think
of. I mean, if my grades could be leaked to somewhere, I mean, I would be mad, but
I wouldn’t. I wouldn’t die. But if our medical records are being kept, or are leaked to
somewhere, that’s a problem.”

Because of the big security risk, the hospitals or the external organisation helping with
the new HIS, has a great responsibility to manage the data correctly by making sure
it is encrypted and making proper preparations to maintain the security before making
changes. But this could be very time-consuming. The former PMO, Alice said:

”(...) How should data be sent between different systems and be encrypted? It is a big
part of the security as well, of course, you do not want to hear ”Patient records were
leaked publicly”, it requires a lot of preparation(...)” [own translation, see Appendix
B.6]

If a new HIS is implemented, the confidential data needs to be migrated securely and
the healthcare personnel need to be educated properly, as mentioned under Training. If
the healthcare personnel do not receive the right training to use the new HIS, they might
use it incorrectly, which could lead to inaccurate medical attention to the patients. As
Erik, Senior Consultant said:

”(...) everyone understands that this is a system that will be safer for the patient, but
introducing it too quickly would be less safe before it is proven, validated and that the
staff is fully trained in it, (...) there is no real resistance to change, but there is a risk
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aspect in changes in this organisation specifically in that it is so linked to safety, and
like the patient’s safety, in the end, it never works that you give the wrong dose as well
as, that a patient does not get a dose it should have.” [Own translation, see Appendix
B.6]

Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager, agrees to the fact that there are security risks
when implementing a new HIS and that some systems are less secure than others. On
the other hand, he argues, in some cases, that the patient benefit of HIS can overcome
the safety risk of using it. He believes it could be a major improvement for the hospitals
to use a better system but that the downfall of some of them is that they might not fulfil
the expected security standards:

”And I often think you get caught up in that debate: That you only look at the risks (...).
But no one evaluates that: Yes, but it may provide even more patient benefit than the risk
it would be if this actually would end up in the wrong hands. Can we improve that much
for the patient, then maybe it’s worth the risk” [own translation, see Appendix B.6]

Karl also mentioned that international suppliers could increase the security risk. If the
supplier offers servers from the company they own, they have the right to use the data
that is stored on the server. Because of that, local servers will be used even though
the hardware is usually worse. It is needed to secure patient data. Therefore, more
security procedures need to be prepared when working with external organisations and
countries. It is important to understand the requirements, ownership and agreements set
up when purchasing a new HIS so medical information is not accessible by the wrong
individuals, organisations or countries.

”But the USA can demand, really without a court order or at least secret ones, infor-
mation from servers abroad if those servers are only owned by a US company. This
means that even if you have data on a Microsoft server hall in Sweden, the company
is American and from a legal perspective it is black and white. So patient data stored
on that server is considered legally disclosed for this reason. We can not know if it has
been disclosed, that is if any third party in the US has accessed this patient data, which
effectively means that we can not put data in the cloud of that kind at all. And then we
are stuck in our internal server halls which are quite obsolete and do not have the same
agility and speed in the long run, and where a server can instead take a year to order.
So that combination is by far the most complicated at the present.” [Own translation,
see Appendix B.6]

The security aspect of a new HIS is of great importance because it manages confidential
medical data that could be very damaging for a person if it would be accessible by the
wrong individual. But the security aspect has also shown to limit the opportunities for
improvements that could enhance the patient benefit. One of them could be to involve
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the private sector more to introduce innovations but that would also give them more
control of the medical data which could be extremely problematic in a security aspect if
the agreement is not sufficiently made to identify all the potential security risks.

9.4 Connections Between Circumstances

All themes and their associated categories are connected since they all are of great im-
portance in an implementation. The connections between categories called category-
connections, are visualised in Figure 8, where all categories are framed in a red rectan-
gle. Within this rectangle, there are three different kinds of connections: strong connec-
tions (solid lines), regular connections (dotted lines) and non-existing connections.

The strong connections indicate a stronger influence between the categories involved,
such as Collaborations and Communications, Planning and Training, as well as Time
and Training. These are crucial to be well-functioning for the implementation to be
successful.

The regular connections exist between the categories that have something to do with
each other but that are not as crucial as the strong ones. As seen in the Figure 8 these
connections cause the image to look like a spider web, which is a good metaphor to
describe the complexity of the connections between these categories in an implementa-
tion.

The non-existing connections are not shown in any visual way and are the ones who,
as the name states, do not exist in the picture. These connections are relevant to lift to
get an understanding that every category is interconnected when implementing a new
HIS, even though this connection is not of particular relevance. For example, there
is no obvious connection between Bureaucracy and Training, yet these two categories
are indirectly connected to each other since Bureaucracy affects Planning and in turn
Planning is directly connected to Training.

Furthermore, when assembling these categories into themes, other connections were
found: impact arrows. As the name states, the themes have different impacts on each
other that are ”one-directional”. The intensity of the impact correlates with the thickness
of the arrow. As an example, Obligations have an impact on Planning & Resources and
Actions, but no theme has an impact on Obligations since, as explained before, both
Bureaucracy and Security are often circumstances that are quite static.

Actions and Reactions are equally impacted by each other since every action has a re-
action, which in turn gives rise to a counteraction. Moving on, the empirical data has
shown how the Planning & Resources has a straightforward impact on Reactions, but
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Figure 8 A visualisation of the connections between different categories before being
grouped into themes. As seen above, all categories are inside a red box that gives rise
to: strong connections (solid lines), regular connections (dotted lines) and non-existing
connections. Although some categories are not connected, they are still indirectly as-
sociated with each other since they all are of great importance in an implementation.
The position of the categories in relation to each other is correlated to how they later
were assembled into themes. The sizes of the categories implicate their influence in an
implementation. Different colours are used to distinguish different categories from each
other. Hence, the colours do not refer to anything.

are lacking an arrow the other way around. In addition, Planning & Resources has
a stronger impact on Actions since the categories included in this theme are directly
affected by how the Planning and Time aspects are treated.
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Figure 9 A visualisation of the connections between the categories and themes found.
The size of the different categories and themes correlates to their importance regarding
the implementation of the new HIS in healthcare. Different arrows represent the con-
nections between themes and how they affect one another. The thickness of the arrows
is meaningful since they visualise to what extend one theme affects the other. Different
colours are used to distinguish different categories and themes from each other. Hence,
the colours do not refer to anything.
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10 Discussion

This research has shown that all ten categories are of great importance and that they all
have some influence when implementing new HIS in the healthcare sector. However, to
come closer to a more narrow answer, the most important categories will be discussed
further in this section.

10.1 Time

Time is one of the most difficult circumstances to ignore. As mentioned in the Back-
ground, our society is facing a huge challenge with both a growing elderly popula-
tion and a growing lack of healthcare personnel. Both challenges will eventually cause
higher pressure on healthcare, in summary, there will be more work but fewer people
working. It is therefore crucial for the healthcare sector to start using well-functioning
HIS to spare the healthcare personnel time. By doing this, they can invest their time in
taking care of patients instead of losing time with complicated journal systems or other
ineffective systems used in their daily routines. Klein and Sorra (1996) regarded the
effectiveness as a function between the organisation’s climate for the implementation of
a given innovation and the targeted end-users’ perceptions of the fit of the innovation
to their values. It lines up with the results of this study since it was found that the HIS
must be designed and developed to fit the end-users’ workflow and culture instead of
trying to change the culture or workflow too much.

In addition, the development of a new HIS must go beyond saving time for the end-users.
New HIS should also help them take care of the patients more smartly and productively.
These smart solutions must, once again, be implemented efficiently for them to not
burden the healthcare personnel. Moreover, the implementation process should not take
more time and energy than necessary.

10.2 Communication

A well-functioning Communication within the healthcare sector is fundamental. The
empirical data has highlighted several vital aspects within communication such as giv-
ing clear instructions, reach out to all affected stakeholders, mediate the value and ben-
efit of the intended implementation, let people be involved and allow them to question
the solutions of a new HIS. As Anett, Digital Transformation Advisor said:

”(...) we need a demanding customer, we need a demanding citizen. If the citizens are
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demanding, then we can do something much better.”

Furthermore, the healthcare sector needs to improve the way they communicate today,
both internally within organisations and externally between different regions. Addition-
ally, the communication with suppliers and other stakeholders must be better in order
to make clearer progress in digitalisation and getting closer to achieving the goal of Vi-
sion e-hälsa 2025. Finally, the healthcare sector needs to define more structured ways
of communication. The outer context of the EPIS framework could be used as inspi-
ration to achieve a more structured communication. This outer context is all about the
inclusion of relationships between different entities such as managed healthcare organ-
isations, financiers, governments and professional societies (Moullin et al., 2019).

10.3 Planning

This research found that the actors involved in implementation do not usually have a
reasonable overview of the whole project and do not take consideration the culture of
the organisation that will be affected by the implementation. The authors argue that
everyone in the management of the project should have an understanding of the vision
and be in unison with the same goal which should always be to create and implement
a HIS suitable for the end-users. The coherency at the beginning of an implementation
process is seen as a necessary step the Welfare Tech’s model (2021a), presented in the
theory.

Moreover, the planning must be appropriate for the specific project and give clear guide-
lines for all the parts involved. This is a crucial step that must be performed even if it
takes more time than the actual implementation to understand how the new HIS should
be designed to better fit in the workflow of the end-users, which reminds of the EPIS
framework’s (2019) innovation factors. To better reach this understanding, the authors
suggest that the end-users must, in some way, be involved in the design of the HIS
(as mentioned in Technology Influence), the purchase, the testing and the implementing
phases. More involvement would increase individuals’ readiness since the end-users
would be more mentally and behaviourally prepared (Weiner, 2009), and in turn, cause
a more positive attitude from the end-users as mentioned in End-user Reaction. Good,
transparent planning and involvement of every actor affected by the HIS in the project
would lead to a more welcoming attitude, and to a new discovered curiosity about the
HIS, as lifted by the DISH-project.

Additionally, it should be routine for all implementation processes to have the support
of at least one of the leaders in the top management of the organisation and respect the
organisational culture. Respecting the culture includes respecting the hierarchy that ex-
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ists in healthcare. When doing this it is more likely that key people, such as the hospital
director, are willing to prioritise the implementation and provide the right resources and
competencies for the implementation. More support from leading people would in turn
higher the implementation value amongst end-user (Weiner, 2009). Moreover, the au-
thors suggest having at least one person that is involved in the whole implementation
process and is in charge of it, from the beginning to the end, to assure both continuity in
the project and transparency in order for ambiguities to be reduced. It is also important
for this person to be openly clear about the progress in the implementation to ensure
that the whole organisation is on the same page. This is in line with implementation
strategies as EPIS (2019) when it comes to leadership.

10.4 Follow-up

One of the most important findings is the lack of follow-up routines. It is of great
importance for follow-up routines to be introduced as a part of every implementation,
independently of the kind of HIS implemented or the extent of the project. By following
up, one does not only ensure that the HIS fulfils the impact goals set at the beginning of
a project. If the goals are not fulfilled, this step also ensures that people involved in the
implementation learn from their mistakes and counteracts a negative spiral effect.

Furthermore, follow-up routines should not only be a part of the implementation but also
a continuous process in the organisation. As mentioned in the Analysis this is something
that many interviewees recognised as insufficient at the same time they relied on this step
to define a successful implementation. If no follow-up routine is introduced, the authors
believe it will contribute to digitalisation in the healthcare sector not going faster than it
does today, which in turn will lead to not reaching the Vision e-hälsa 2025 goal, among
others.

A standardised model to conduct follow-ups on HIS would be preferred. The authors
argue that an evaluation strategy such as the DM-model (2003), would be suitable to
measure effect goals, such as quality and user dimensions within existing or new HIS.
The structure of the DM-model (2003) allows for an easy adaption to fit certain specifics
of the systems you intend to implement. These properties would suit the multifaceted
environment in hospitals, and the authors think this model could work as a foundation
and inspiration to create a more standardised model in the future.
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10.5 Training

Another notable issue was the deficient training provided for the end-users. Especially
the practical training has shown to be insufficient or non-existing which is one of the
biggest problems when implementing a new HIS. It contributes to a negative effect on
the organisational climate since the lack of training does not ensure the end-users the
necessary skills for the HIS to be used to its full potential; this issue will remain if
the readiness of the organisation is not taken seriously (Klein and Sorra, 1996; Weiner,
2009). The DISH-project has identified the lack of training and competence as main
issues. Therefore the DISH-project is built upon three concepts that aim to prevent poor
competence assessment and training.

As mentioned under Training and Security in the Analysis, the lack of practical training
does not contribute to a more effective workflow for the end-user. On the contrary, it
makes the end-user feel less confident to use the new HIS and can lead to the patient
security being compromised. Although the end-users often lack time because of their
already pressured schedules, the authors believe this kind of training is still necessary
for the implementation of a new HIS to be successful. Practical training is needed even
if it is as simple as pressing a button because you do not know the end-users previous
experience and technical level.

In regards to the limited resource of time, the authors argue that healthcare needs to
develop a faster and more easily accessible strategy for the education of the health-
care personnel. The authors suggest that the healthcare sector should introduce micro-
learning as a complement to both theoretical and practical education. Micro-learning
can be described as optimised digital lessons of varying lengths, that can be done inde-
pendently (TicTac Interactive). Studies of micro-learning have shown to be an effective
tool to help people recall information, procedures and concepts during a short amount
of time (Defelice and Kapp, 2019). Micro-learning is not suitable for deep-learning of
more complex subjects (Defelice and Kapp, 2019), hence great importance lay in still
finding time for practical training.

By having scheduled time-slots for practical training and a well-functioning micro-
learning platform for smartphones and tablets, the theoretical part of the training would
take less time. By reducing the time of theoretical learning, more time would be freed up
for practical training. An easily accessible platform for education would give the end-
users a wider opportunity to learn concepts and procedures faster and more efficient
without missing the essentials in the practical training.
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10.6 Further Interesting Circumstances

The Public Procurement Act is supposed to be a fair system for suppliers: But is it a
fair system for the healthcare organisations and the end-users? By having to choose
the lowest-priced option it can result in a poorly developed HIS and unsatisfactory ser-
vice by more established companies that can afford to compete with the lowest prices.
The empirical data has shown that cooperation with a bigger and more established com-
pany usually means less attentiveness when it comes to adaptability and communication
because they usually have other projects besides the specific implementation project.

Estonia has come far in digitalising their healthcare even though they have an equivalent
to the Swedish PPA. In contrast to Sweden, they have managed to cooperate better and
in a more positive way with the private sector, which has lead them to be one of the
leaders in digitalisation healthcare today. The broader inclusion of the private sector
and daring to take risks for a chance for improvement has shown to be a success factor
in Estonia. To reach the goal of Vision e-hälsa 2025 in Sweden, healthcare organisa-
tions must be allowed to take more risks as long as it does not affect the security of the
sensitive data. As a suggestion, Sweden could look over the possibility to adapt the Es-
tonian X-road since it is working and tested security solution for Estonia. Additionally,
the Swedish healthcare organisations should also get more independence and authority
when choosing their HIS and suppliers because they know better than anyone what they
need for their healthcare organisation.

Further lessons to learn from Estonia is how they have managed to centralise all public
services online, from e-education to e-tax and even e-voting. With a better integrated,
digitalised platform, more equal healthcare would be possible. As mentioned in the
Background, one of the goals of Vision e-hälsa 2025 is to achieve better and more equal
healthcare by 2025. This goal is hard to achieve if the whole country and all its different
regions have different ways of managing digitalisation in healthcare, especially if there
is a lack of collaboration and communication between them.
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The following section will conclude the findings of this master thesis and the discussion
above. To recap, this section will lift the research questions and answer them accord-
ingly.

Which circumstances are considered the most influential by practitioners, when
implementing a new HIS?

The following circumstances are the most influential by practitioners when implement-
ing a new HIS in the healthcare sector: Planning, Communication, Practical Training
and Follow-up & End-user involvement.

Although there might be other circumstances that are equally influential to implemen-
tations such as Time and Bureaucracy, the authors chose to only include those circum-
stances that have the most potential to be modified by the practitioners. As mentioned
in the Analysis and the Discussion, the four circumstances lifted are complex and prob-
lematic but can be developed further and ameliorated to make implementations more
achievable. In addition, improving the Training and Planning aspects within implemen-
tation will contribute to providing the organisation with more readiness. Clear planning
with positive leadership that provides the necessary theoretical and practical training to
the end-users would contribute to a collective commitment from all affected end-users,
as Weiner (2009) mentioned. Furthermore, the authors believe that improvements in
Follow-up & End-user involvement would contribute to a stronger implementation and
organisational climate (Klein and Sorra, 1996).

As seen in Figure 10, the relevant four circumstances are presented in red. The Follow-
up & End-user involvement is represented by the red impact arrow going from the Re-
actions theme to the Planning & Resources theme since this step should exist when
practically implementing a new HIS. For example, after receiving feedback from the
end-users and discovering what organisational impacts the new HIS caused, it should
be included in the planning. This way the feedback received would continuously be
taken into consideration.

How are these influential circumstances connected and what are the missing links?

The connection of the circumstances are seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9. In the section
Connections it is presented how circumstances, such as the discovered categories and
themes, are connected.

One missing link is found when comparing Figure 9 with Figure 10. Figure 9 shows
how the different themes are linked in practice, while Figure 10 presents how the themes
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should be connected. The missing link is the Follow-up & End-user involvement impact
arrow, which gives rise to something that reminds of a cycle, presented as three arrows
in a circle between Planning & Resources, Actions and Reactions.

At the moment, a plan is executed by an action that causes a reaction. This reaction is
either ceased or goes back to cause another action and so on, as seen in Figure 9. It is
here the importance of the Follow-up & End-user involvement impact arrow is founded.
By adding the missing link, presented as a red arrow in Figure 10, the reaction that
earlier was ceased or unanswered can now be taken into consideration and be included in
the planning. This cycle will in other words generate a positive impact by involving the
needs of the end-users to a larger extent. Additionally, this positive impact will cause a
continuous evaluation of finished or ongoing implementations, which would contribute
to having a higher insight into both existing organisational and group values leading to
easier finding the value-fit within the organisation (Klein and Sorra, 1996). In turn, this
follow-up can be used in many ways e.g. to advance technically and cooperatively.

How can the most influential circumstances and the identified missing links be
improved?

To begin with, Planning could be improved by striving to have at least one person in
a management position, such as a project leader, who is involved in the whole imple-
mentation process, and hence ”owns” the process. It is important for this person to
actively include end-users and other stakeholders to promote transparency, increase or-
ganisational readiness and contribute to a stronger organisational climate. This would
contribute to continuity and engagement in the process and counteract ambiguity.

Additionally, the healthcare sector needs to define more structured ways of communica-
tion both internally, within the organisation, and externally between organisations and
regions. It is relevant to explore which communication tools are used at the moment, and
which existing communication platforms that could be introduced to the healthcare sec-
tor to support an improvement. Better working communication between regions would
in turn lead to better collaboration and faster national development of digitalisation.

Moreover, practical training should be a mandatory moment in every implementation
of a new HIS to ensure a more effective and secure workflow for the end-user and
ensure their individual preparedness. The healthcare organisation should make sure to
arrange time in the end-users’ schedules for both theoretical- and practical training. As
a complement, micro-learning platforms should be introduced both to save time for the
end-users and to make the training more accessible.

Lastly, the decision-makers should always think about the primary end-user’s best inter-
est when implementing a new HIS in a healthcare organisation. There should always be
follow-ups to make sure that the end-user is satisfied with the HIS or if it needs adjust-
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Figure 10 The resulting most important circumstances and the missing links are pre-
sented in red. Different colours are used to distinguish different categories and themes
from each other. Hence, the colours do not refer to anything.

ments. Continuous follow-ups would ensure effectiveness for the end-user’s workflow,
and it could contribute to easier finding the value-fit within the organisation (Klein and
Sorra, 1996). Additionally, It would also ensure that the new HIS is used to its full
potential and prevent mistakes from being made again in an implementation. As men-
tioned in the Discussion, the authors suggest using the DM-model (2003) as inspiration
to improve this particular step.
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12 Future Work

This section presents conceivable approaches to extend the current work of this master
thesis. The authors hope this section will root new research directions and ideas.

The research found that training is a circumstance that can and should be improved.
Therefore, future research on how to advance the training, such as micro-learning should
be contemplated. In addition, a deeper analysis examining how the follow-ups can
become better and more standardised in an implementation would be an interesting
aspect to investigate in connection to this research.

The authors believe that a study focusing on the end-users perceptions towards the de-
sign and intuitiveness of new HIS would contribute to this research. This study could
potentially highlight new insights regarding user experiences and give a better under-
standing of why end-users react to certain parts of a system. Furthermore, this research
could lift important parameters to consider when designing a new HIS and therefore
help the overall improvement of an implementation process.

Moreover, it would be interesting to investigate how the collaboration between the pub-
lic and private sector in Sweden is managed today. By looking at only this aspect and
comparing it to how the collaboration between the public and private sector in Estonia
functions, the authors believe interesting findings could be made.

Further studies focusing on which communication tools are used today and how effec-
tive these are could also result in interesting discoveries. In addition, it is interesting to
look at which communication platforms are successfully used in other sectors and how
these can be introduced in the healthcare sector.

Finally, the conclusion of this master thesis presented in Figure 10, could be used as a
prototype in a future project to create a new implementation strategy.
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13 Reflection

Since the beginning of the year 2021, the authors have worked with this master thesis
and grown in step with the project.

Although this project has taken many turns to finally become what you are reading
now, the authors have been constantly aware of the changes and content with the result
of each change. The complexity of a subject as interesting as the digitalisation of the
healthcare sector has kept the authors excited throughout the whole project. Although
there were times when the work was harder than expected, e.g. during the transcriptions
of the interviews.

If they were to redo this project, the authors would have spent more time contacting po-
tential interviewees to ultimately have more than 15 interviews. If times were different
they would also have wanted to interview more suppliers and other stakeholders such as
actual end-users in different levels and locations.

Regardless, the authors are satisfied and proud of the findings of this research and the
resulting report. They feel they have been self-propelled and therefore developed enor-
mously during the last semester. The authors are feeling more confident in how to
research a specific subject, hold interviews, analyse and discuss.

The authors are grateful to have had each others company and perceive their coopera-
tion as successful. Their different competencies and personalities have completed each
other, without one or the other, this master thesis would have been less entertaining to
accomplish and this report would not have even half the quality it has now. Three really
is the magic number since it makes it easier to compromise and since the discussions
are better than if the group were only two.
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14 Statement of Contribution

Although the three authors, J. Helstad, T. Martinez and M. Modin have individually
written different sections, all authors assume responsibility for all sections of the report
since they have read through them several times together. In addition, they have contin-
uously given feedback on each other’s texts and in several cases re-written each other’s
texts and co-written other parts.

Below is an approximate description of how the division of the work has been:

T. Martinez was the author of the Abstract.

J. Helstad, T. Martinez and M. Modin have equally contributed to the Introduction, as
well as the Background, Problematisation and Purpose.

In the section Literature Review it was divided as follows: J. Helstad wrote Procurement
Process & Planning, Organisational, Involvement of End-users’, Management of Sensi-
tive Sata and Change of the Organisational Structure.. M. Modin wrote Collaboration
with External Actors, Resistance Towards New Information Systems, The Lack of Time
and Tail-Ordering Sufficient Training. T. Martinez wrote The Public Procurement Act.

All the authors contributed to the Theory. The text right after Theory was written by
T. Martinez. In the Implementation Theory the authors were mostly J. Helstad and M.
Modin. In the Implementation Strategies it was divided as follows: J. Helstad wrote
The DISH Project, M. Modin wrote Information System Success Model and T. Martinez
wrote EPIS.

J. Helstad, T. Martinez and M. Modin have all contributed to the Method. Both J.Helstad
and T. Martinez contributed to the Thematic Analysis. T. Martinez wrote Visualisation
Analysis.

All authors contributed to Ethics. J. Helstad wrote Research Practice & Morale and The
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), T. Martinez was the author of Is Digital-
isation Too Good to be True?. All the authors contributed to Authors’ Considerations,
although J. Helstad was the main writer.

J. Helstad, T. Martinez and M. Modin contributed to the Analysis. T. Martinez wrote
Interviews. In Themes the writing was divided as follows: J. Helstad wrote Technol-
ogy Influence, End-user reaction and Security. M. Modin wrote Communications, Col-
laborations, Time. T. Martinez wrote Training, Organisational Impact, Planning and
Bureaucracy. The paragraphs under Actions, Reactions, Planning & Resources and
Obligations were mostly written by J. Helstad and M. Modin. T. Martinez wrote Con-
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nections Between Circumstances

J. Helstad and M. Modin where the main authors of the interview questions and their
explanations in the Appendix. T. Martinez wrote Estonia’s Digitalisation in Healthcare.

J. Helstad, T. Martinez and M. Modin have equally contributed to Connections, Discus-
sion and Conclusion.

All authors contributed equally to Future Work. T. Martinez wrote the Reflection.

T. Martinez made Figure 4, Figure 1, Figure 3, Figure 6, Figure 8, Figure 9 and
Figure 10.

M. Modin made Figure 5 and Figure 2

J. Helstad made Figure 7.
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A.1 Estonia

Although modern Estonia is a relative young country, it has manage to accomplish great
success in digitalising their society (Enterprise Estonia, 2021c). Therefore, Estonia is
seen as a good example to both follow and learn more about. The information below
works as a basis to understand the Estonian people have come to achieve such improve-
ment in such a short time. In addition, this section seeks to serve as inspiration to find
improvements for the Swedish healthcare.

A.1.1 Estonia’s Digitalisation in Healthcare

The country’s small population of 1,33 million people (Gapminder) could be one of
the success factors for their great success. Since the early 2000 a constant seek for IT-
development has been characteristic for the country. The e-health vision in the country
has been established upon the following three pillars (Rannala, 2007): Establishment
of an integrated electronic health record system, standardisation and integration of the
existing IT infrastructure using the existing nationwide IT- communication platforms.

A.1.2 Estonian Health Insurance Fund

Although a lot of planning started earlier, in 2001 the Estonian Health Insurance Fund
(EHIF) became a public independent legal body, having the main task to ”organize
national health insurance to provide insured people with access to necessary health-
care services, medicines, medical equipment and cash benefits.” (Haigekassa, 2021). In
2002, a new law forced all pharmacies to transfer all prescription information electron-
ically to the EHIF for repayment, which made it possible for all prescription data and
repayment claims to be submitted electronically by 2005. (Metsallik et al., 2019)

Moreover, the EHIF has a Supervision Board that, among other things, approves the
yearly health insurance budget as well as all types of strategies. The EHIF includes
the public by welcoming five members, of their 15 members in the Board, to be from
organisations such as the Estonian Association of Pensioners’ Societies, the Estonian
Union for Child Welfare, the Estonian Employees’ Unions’ Confederation, the Esto-
nian Chamber of Disabled People and the Estonian Trade Union Confederation. The
inclusion has contributed to a high satisfaction of the population with health services in
mind over the years. This is shown by surveys that have been conducted by the EHIF
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since 1996, with a collaboration from the Ministry of Social Affairs since 2005, to anal-
yse how patients experience particular aspects of the healthcare system. (Habicht et al.,
2018)

A.1.3 Estonian Nationwide Health Information System

The e-health Foundation is the body responsible for the development of the Estonian
nationwide Health Information System (EHIS) as well as the systems financing and
overall management. The EHIS is an organised system of independent and integrated
software services associated with the healthcare sector and has quality, accessibility,
affordability, efficiency and equity as key principles (Jensen, 2020). It is integrated to
the Estonian e-state system where one can find e-banking, e-taxation, e-school and e-
voting among other services. EHIS was established in 2005 but launched 2008 and has
three main layers (Metsallik et al., 2019; Habicht et al., 2018):

• Application: open-ended and used to serve different actors in society such as the
government, policy makers, healthcare providers, patient and citizens.

• Data: covers the storage of all data used in healthcare.

• Data transfer: stands for the IT-secure infrastructure needed to transfer informa-
tion between citizens and healthcare providers.

A.1.4 X-Road

To enable and ensure the exchange of all data between systems a crucial software based
solution is used: the X-Road. It works with a citizens ID card and a specific passwords
and ”allows the nation’s various public and private sector e-service information systems
to link up and function in harmony.” (Enterprise Estonia, 2021a) The outgoing data is
digitally signed and encrypted while the incoming data is authenticated and logged,
which allows the authorities to exchange data in a secure way among themselves, leav-
ing paperwork in the past. (Enterprise Estonia, 2021a)

A practical example is the use of e-Ambulance: within 30 seconds the e-Ambulance
can locate the position of the phone call and send an ambulance to that location. If
needed, the doctor can use the patient’s ID code to get information about the patients
allergies, on-going medication, blood type etc (Enterprise Estonia, 2021b). The X-road
is viewed as an international success and the system has been implemented in countries
like Iceland, Japan, Kyrgyzstan, Faroe Island and Finland. (Enterprise Estonia, 2021a)
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A.1.5 Electronic Health Record System

The nationwide Electronic Health Record system (EHR) is the most expanded e-health
project in the country and is based on international standards as HL7 Clinical Document
Architecture (HL7, 2021), Logical Observation Identifiers Names (LOINC, 2021) and
Codes and Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (Delone and McLean,
1992), among others. (Metsallik et al., 2019) For the system to be implemented, Ernst
and Young (EY) made a risk analysis back in 2004 and found that possible risks could
occur in connection with the organisational management, the technology, the public
opinion and/or EHRs partners. EY also stated preconditions to lower the risk when
implementing the EHR and to assure the systems sustainability. In summary the pre-
conditions included a stable interface between EHR and the X-road and for all users of
the EHR to be registered in public registered in order to assure personal data protection
and legitimacy of data utilisation by authorised personnel. (Rannala, 2007)

The EHR was pilot tested between 2007 and 2008 in some of the largest hospitals in
the country such as East Tallinn Central Hospital, Tartu University Hospital and North
Estonia Regional Hospital, before full implementation (Rannala, 2007). According to a
study carried out in 2007 by Thechnopolis Group on behalf of the European Commis-
sion, the EHR was a demanding project ”since the key success factors of the project are
not technical or system innovations but professional consensus and public acceptance
of the new form of medical data storage and exchange” (Rannala, 2007).

The Ministry of Social Affairs established the EHR Council to enhance a more effective
cooperation with healthcare sector partners and consult with shareholders on e-health
policies. The EHR Council meets monthly and consists of 28 permanent members
who represent both the stakeholders and the beneficiaries of the EHR project. (Rannala,
2007)

The EHR has resulted in the e-patient portal, where patients have access to their own
records as well as having the freedom deciding if specific personnel is allowed to view
the records or not. In case of having a minor or representing another person legally the
same rights apply. Through the e-patient portal, citizens can at any time download or
submit content, book appointments and review the health record usage logs. The EHR
also compiles data for national statistics for the government to be able to track epi-
demics, discover trends and supervise how health resources are being used. (Enterprise
Estonia, 2021d)
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A.1.6 Summary & Success Factors

This successful digitalised infrastructure of Estonia is possible due to the remarkable
security levels for storage of healthcare records as well as the previously mentioned
X-road, but also due to the optimal legal environment that the Estonian government
enables. This makes it possible for the EHIS to require certain responsibilities from
both healthcare givers and patients as well as requirements for document standards by
law. ”All attempts to view healthcare data in EHIS are monitored by the government
authorities and reported to the patients in the patient portal. In case of suspicions of
unlawful access to the data, necessary actions are taken immediately.” (Metsallik et al.,
2019).

Other main success factors are the political leadership and their commitment to seeking
constant evolution. Remarkable work has been made by the e-health Foundation, the
EHIF Supervisory Board and the Ministry of Social Affairs for, among other things,
establishing the EHR Council, including the public and building a trust upon e-health.
Furthermore, by accepting and welcoming Estonia’s digitalisation, the citizens have
gained control over, among other information, their medical data. (Metsallik et al., 2019;
Rannala, 2007; Habicht et al., 2018; Jensen, 2020)
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A.2 Mail

Hello XXX!

Here is a reminder and information for our upcoming interview with you on the DATE
at TIME.

At the beginning of the interview we will ask you if you have read the following infor-
mation and are okay with it, so please read it carefully and let us know if you have any
questions or concerns!

The answers we get from you during the interview will be analyzed in a fair way and
used in our investigation of what tends to complicate the implementation of new IT
systems in healthcare.

In order to gain credible empirical data and analysis for our research, we will need to
publish what your work role is and what you work or have worked with. However,
names can be anonymised in the report if you do not want your name to be published.
We will only publish your name if we have received your permission; no other sensitive
information will be published. The exception for if sensitive information should be
forwarded is if someone suspects that what was said during the interview is not true and
wants to investigate this by contacting you.

The sound will be recorded during the interview and will then be transcribed for use in
our report.

The report will be published on the DiVA (Digital Scientific Archive) portal where the
public has access to it. It is therefore important that you are okay with what is said
during the interview being made public.

We look forward to our meeting!
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A.3 Interview Questions - English

To see the interview questions in Swedish go to section A.2.

A.3.1 Opening Segment - Basic Questions

The opening segment is used to get a basic introduction of the interviewees and get an
understanding of who they are and how they are connected to the implementation of
IT-systems in the healthcare sector. The authors want to know the interviewees history
and knowledge about the topic to be able to produce credible results for the analysis.

• What is your current job role? What do you do in job?

– What is your title?

• Do you have a technical background?

• How long have you been working at XXXX?

• Have you been working with implementation?

– When was the last time you were working with an implementation?

• How does your work situation look like?

– If relevant: Do you work close to the patients or end-users? Or with staff
who does that?

– If no: Why do you not work close to the patients? Or end-users?

A.3.2 Middle Segment - Specific Questions

The follow section with questions are constructed to go in-depth to understanding of
what personal experience they have with implementation of IT-systems.

A.3.2.1 Experience with Implementation of IT-systems

Questions about the interviewees experience in other sectors are asked to gather knowl-
edge about how it might differ between sectors e.g. if it is easier or more difficult to
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do implementation of IT-systems in the healthcare sector. If the authors have a greater
understanding where the biggest differences are, it might also explain some regulations,
laws or other factors that makes the implementation of IT-systems in healthcare more
problematic.

If it was a long time ago the interviewees had any experience with an implementation
of an IT-system it has to be kept in mind that they might not remember all the details.
On the other hand, if they are working with an implementation presently they might
struggle to take a step back and look at the implementation from other perspectives.

• Do you have any experience with implementation of IT-systems in healthcare?
For how long?

– If yes: When you worked with the implementation, did you / your team
worked from specific implementation models (project plan) when imple-
menting new systems?

• Do you have experience in any implementation of IT-systems in another industry
/ sector? For how long?

– If yes: What is the biggest difference when implementing new systems in
that sector and healthcare?

• Are you working on a current implementation project right now?

– If yes: Does the project follow a specific project plan / project model?

* Possible follow-up question: Who has developed the project model?
System supplier? Internally?

A.3.2.2 Specifics of Implementation Models / Plan

The following questions are asked to get an understanding of how they think their ex-
isting implementation model or plan looks like. Do they have an actual implementation
model that they follow or do they have another way of describing the different processes
in the implementation? The authors want to find out which part the interviewees think,
or have experience with, to take the longest time and/or to be the hardest to work with
to understand which parts might be the most time consuming. In addition, the authors
want to know what kind of actors are working on each step. If the interviewees do not
know any details except for their own step or process, it will still be valuable knowl-
edge since it can tell us a little about the available information about the project and the
collaboration between the different steps. .
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• What internal processes and guidelines do you have regarding implementation?

– Are there any of these processes that clearly simplify / complicate the im-
plementation?

• If you would roughly create your own implementation plan, which steps would
be included in it? (You don’t need to be so specific)

– Which are the three most challenging steps?

– Which are the most relevant actors in each step?

– Which step would you be most familiar with? What role would you play?

A.3.2.3 Complications & Improvements of Implementation Models / Plan

In these questions, the authors want to know which part of the implementation the in-
terviewees personally think is the most difficult step. The authors also want to see if
they only experience their own step as the most difficult because they know the details
and work needed for it or if they perceive some of the other steps as more difficult. This
question will help us answer the research question about which steps in the implemen-
tation models that are the most challenging.

The authors want to know if the interviewees have a personal opinion on which step(s)
need to be improved to understand what they believe is needed for a successful imple-
mentation. If they have experienced anything recurrently it might show to be one of the
problems in an implementation.

• Which step tends to be the most difficult in an implementation? Why? (according
to you)

– How do you think others perceive this step?

– Do you think this step is perceived as the most difficult for the majority?

• Which step is most important (from an implementation point of view) to improve
today?

A.3.2.4 Relations & Collaborations

With the following questions the authors want to know if there is usually a resistance
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to new IT-systems. If there is a resistance, the authors hope to find out why. Is it a
lack of information of the new IT-system? Do they not receive sufficient training? Are
they afraid it might affect their career or their workflow? Furthermore, it is interesting
to find out if a resistance against an IT-system can make the implementation of it more
complicated.

Collaboration and transparency is important in many projects and the authors want to
find out if this might be inefficient in most of the implementations and possibly be one
of the problems in an implementation of an IT-system in healthcare. Do the developers
creating the new IT-system have the end-users (healthcare personnel or patients) in mind
when they create it in the beginning of the collaboration? Or do the collaboration start
when the IT-system is fully developed and the healthcare personnel need to become
familiar with a system that the developers believe is the most efficient IT-system? Do
the company that provides the IT-system make sure to give the right training and support
during the implementation according to the end-users?

• How does staff usually react when introduced to new systems? (It is okay to
guess)

– Do you remember any strong personal reaction to a new system or seen
others react strongly to it?

– To what extent is the affected personnel trained after the implementation of
a new system?

• How is the communication between the project group (responsible for implemen-
tation) and staff who will be affected by the system (both end-users and adminis-
trative)?

• Do you feel that you were included in the development of the current technical
system?

– If yes: How were you included? Do you feel you were sufficiently included?

– If no: Do you know if anyone else in your organisation was included in the
development?

A.3.2.5 Laws & Regulations

To find out if the interviewees have any knowledge about regulations or laws that might
affect the implementation it can be an indication of it being a big part of complications
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of the implementation. It will help the authors understand how the laws and regulation
are applied in reality and not only read it theoretically. The answer to this question can
help the authors solve the research question about how laws and regulations can affect
an implementation in healthcare.

• Have you experienced that laws and regulations make it difficult to work with new
systems in healthcare? Can you give any examples?

– Is there anything else administratively that complicates or simplifies the im-
plementation of new systems?

A.3.3 Concluding Segment

The following segment acts as the last part, which concludes the interview. This is the
last chance for both the interviewers and the interviewees to add further thoughts, loop
back and to dig deeper into points of interest that might need further explanation.

• Is there something we have not asked that you think could be relevant for us to
know?

• Can you explain that point again?

• Do you have further thoughts about the subject? Do you want to add something
else?

• Do you know someone who could be an interesting interviewees? A colleague?
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A.4 Interview Questions - Swedish

To see the interview questions in English and to get motives of why the different ques-
tions are asked, go to section A.1.

A.4.1 Opening Segment - Swedish

• Vilken är din nuvarande arbetsroll?

• Vad gör du på jobbet?

• Har du en teknisk bakgrund?

• Hur länge har du arbetat på XXXX?

• Har du någon erfarenhet av implementering av IT-system inom sjukvården?

– Om ja: När jobbade du senast med en implementering?

• Hur ser din arbetssituation ut?

– Om relevant: Jobbar du nära patienter eller slutanvändarna? Eller med per-
sonal som jobbar nära patienter eller slutanvändare?

– Om inte:

A.4.2 Middle Segment - Swedish

A.4.2.1 Experience with Implementation of IT-systems - Swedish

• Har du någon erfarenhet av implementering av IT-system inom hälso- och sjukvården?
Hur länge?

– Om ja: När du arbetade med implementeringen, arbetade du / ditt team från
specifika implementeringsmodeller (projektplan) när du implementerade det
nya systemet?

• Har du erfarenhet av implementering av IT-system i en annan bransch/ bransch?
Hur länge?
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– Om ja: Vad är den största skillnaden när man implementerar nya system
inom den sektorn och hälso- och sjukvården?

• Arbetar du med något aktuellt implementeringsprojekt nu?

– Om ja: Följer projektet någon specifik projektplan/projektmodell?

* Ev följdfråga: Vem har utvecklat projektmodellen? Leverantör av sys-
tem? Internt?

A.4.2.2 Specifics of Implementation Models / Plan - Swedish

• Vad har du/ni för interna processer och riktlinjer gällande implementering?

– Om ja: Finns det några av dessa processer som tydligt förenklar/försvårar
implementationen?

• Om du i grova drag skulle skapa en egen genomförandeplan, vilka steg skulle ingå
i den? (Du behöver inte vara så specifik)

– Vilka är de tre mest utmanande stegen?

– Vilka är de mest relevanta aktörerna i varje steg?

– Vilket steg skulle du vara mest insatt i? Vilken roll skulle du ha?

A.4.2.3 Complications & Improvements of Implementation Models / Plan -
Swedish

• Vilket steg tenderar att vara svårast? Varför? (Enligt dig)

– Hur tror du andra upplever det här steget?

– Tycker du att det här steget upplevs som det svåraste för majoriteten?

• Vilket steg är viktigast (ur implementeringssynpunkt) att förbättra i dag enligt
dig?
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A.4.2.4 Relations & Collaborations - Swedish

• Hur brukar personal reagera vid införandet av nya system?

– Minns du någon stark personlig reaktion på ett nytt system eller att andra
reagerat starkt?

– I vilken grad utbildas personal under och efter implementering av ett nytt
system?

• Hur ser kommunikationen mellan projektet (ansvariga för implementation) och
personal som kommer beröras av systemet (både patientnära och administrativt)
ut?

• Upplever du att du blev inkluderad vid utvecklingen av det tekniska systemet som
används nu?

– Om ja: Hur blev du inkluderad? Känner du att du blev tillräckligt inklud-
erad?

– Om nej: Vet du om någon annan i din organisation blev inkluderad i utveck-
lingen?

A.4.2.5 Laws & Regulations - Swedish

• Har du upplevt att lagar och förordningar försvårar, eller förenklar, arbetet med
nya system inom vården? Kan du nämna något exempel?

– Finns det annat administrativt som försvårar implementeringen av nya sys-
tem?

A.4.3 Concluding Segment - Swedish

• Är det något vi inte har frågat om som du tror kan vara relevant för oss att veta?

• Kan du förklara det igen?

• Har du fler tankar om ämnet? Vill du lägga till något?

• Känner du någon som kan vara ett intressant intervjuobjekt? En kollega?
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B Original Swedish Quotations

The original quotations in Swedish are presented below in the different themes that they
were presented in the analysis.

B.1 Outlining

Ratul, Change Leader of IT at a Swedish Hospital:

“Jag skulle vilja säga kravställningen(...) Det är det här som vi är ganska dåliga på för
vi tycker att allting borde finnas med. Men vad kan realiseras? Vad, vad är önskvärt
och vad är det vi måste ha?”

Helen, Senior Consultant:

“(...)det har hänt att man har kommit in på uppdrag och så är det ett avtal man ska gå
efter med skrivningar, som kan tolkas på lite olika sätt. Och det slår nästan aldrig fel
för det som känns otydligt, det blir en diskussion om det förr eller senare.”

Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager:

“Men den är ganska gammaldags klassisk (...) det finns någon som ska ha något, någon
som utformar det och efter X år så har man förhoppningsvis levererat något som upp-
fyller de ursprungliga kriterierna. Ofta är det inte så.”

Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader:

“Jag skulle inte säga att vi har så mycket rutiner och processer kring hur i och med att
projekt man ska implementera en lösning.”

Robin, Head of Healthcare IT Systems at a Swedish Hospital:

”Eller slutet på implementeringen att ta det hela vägen in i mål och att verkligen
säkerställa användningen och nyttan av det(...)”

Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader:

“Ja, tyvärr tror jag vi mest är med fram till liksom startögonblicket, men inte så mycket
efter det. Vi är dåliga på att följa upp.”

Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration:

“(...)för mycket handlar om att man att de som är med i projektet känner att de har blivit
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synliggjorda, att de att de har fått ett bra bemötande, att vi har lyssnat på deras behov
och vi har förstått deras behov och deras pain.”

B.2 Collaborations

Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager:

”Och så fort det är någonting där det finns någonting på marknaden redan, vilket det i
många fall gör, så är det inte ekonomiskt motiverat att utveckla det själv.”

Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration:

”Vi är ju många förvaltningar som har egna huvuden som bestämmer, som har olika
mål med sin verksamhet och så här, och sen så ska man då försöka få alla de här att
jobba en enligt en enhetlig process kan ju vara rätt utmanade..”

Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader:

”Man behandlar IT som en separat del. (...) det blir så här IT är här och här är
verksamhet och verksamhetsutveckling istället för att se det som att ja, IT, det är ett ben
liksom i verksamheten. Som vi kan använda för att utveckla verksamheten. (...) jag tror
inte vi har inom regionerna fått till det där riktigt. Liksom. Att ja, men hur viktigt det är
och hur man kan jobba med IT och verksamhetsutveckling på ett smart sätt liksom.”

B.3 End-user Reaction

Ratul, Change Leader of IT at a Swedish Hospital:

”Äldre personer har en tendens att vilja jobba på, på ett gammalmodigt sätt skulle jag
vilja säga. Nu drar jag inte alla över en och samma kam, men oftast är det faktiskt så
att man har jobbat på ett visst sätt i flera år och tycker att det fungerat jättebra. Man
har lärt sig alla rutiner och sånt och så kommer vi och ska införa ett nytt system och det
blir så att de, nej de orkar inte, hinner inte med.”

Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration:

”Men man hör ju ofta att vårdpersonal är IT-trött men det är ju sällan att de är mot-
sträviga och trötta på IT de vill ju ha mer, men de vill ju ha adekvat IT istället. Där
systemen pratar med varandra och de hänger ihop med det arbetssätt man jobbar en-
ligt. Och det blir ofta annars att man får 2 arbetssätt, för det är två IT-system då måste
man göra dubbelt jobb.”
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Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration:

”(...)det handlar inte så mycket om vad man tycker om ett system, utan det handlar om
vad systemet får dig att tycka om dig själv, och det kan man egentligen ta med sig, att
om du vill ha en bra implementering då bör du ju också tänka på, när man gör den här
implementeringen får det här mig att känna mig trygg, känner jag att jag har kontroll
över situationen(...)”

Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager:

”Så, beroende på vilken projektledare det råkar vara så kommer de göra saker olika.
Det finns exempel där det funkar jättebra och det finns exempel då det funkar jättedåligt.
Allt beror på vilka insatser projektledaren gör, hur dem gör det (...)”

Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader:

”Tror att det beror väldigt mycket på också så här från person till person; är du yngre
eller äldre, liksom är du datavan eller inte datavan. Också tror jag, vilket alltså det
tycker jag vi såg när vi gjorde den att de ställena där de i princip har sagt att: ”vi skiter
i att utbilda”, ”vi tycker inte att det ska behövas” eller ”vi har inte tid med det” eller
någonting så att det gick ju sämre där.”

Alice, Former PMO:

“då har du ett gäng som ropar ”äntligen! Det här är framtiden, vi vill ha mer, ge oss
allt ni har!”, vill lära sig om allting, vilket är jättekul (...) men då är risken att du tror
att alla har den här inställningen”

B.4 Time

Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator:

”(...)en hel del slutanvändare eller folk på golvet upplever det som frustrerat min kalen-
der är helt fullspäckad när skulle jag kunna få tid att gå ifrån och gå den här utbild-
ningen, som jag skulle vilja göra, men det andra saker som det andra faktorer som styr
över min tid som gör att det inte är möjligt(...)”

Robin, Head of Healthcare IT Systems at a Swedish Hospital:

”För hälso- och sjukvårdens personal har ju, inte minst nu under en pandemi med
covid, stora liksom, väldigt pressat redan och har ofta svårt att frigöra sig från det för
att kunna lägga den tid som behövs för att vara med i en implementering. Så att. . .
och där igen varför vi inte ska hålla på och implementera system i onödan. För det är
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väldigt viktigt att inte det arbetet vi lägger ner inte överstiger nyttan vi får ut.”

Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator:

”Och det är väl ett av de större problemen det här med ledtiden, väntar på utvecklare
som ska ha något färdigt, väntar på att färdigt paket ska skapas innan jag kan få hem
det till mig. Och sen i min tur, väntan att få en tid hos rätt It-tekniker, som kan installera
programvaran åt mig.”

Elin, Solution Specialist:

”Jag vet att våra produkter gör nytta för svensk sjukvård eller för sjukvård generellt. Vi
kan exempelvis vara med och korta ner ledtider för cancerdiagnostik (...).

B.5 Training

Elin, Solution Specialist:

“(...)vi kommer jobba allt mer med i e-learning, alltså inspelat material, framförallt vid
typ uppgraderingar. Det är bättre att vi har en portal där de kan gå in och ta del av den
senaste versionen(...)”

Helen, Senior Consultant:

”(...)då kom det också upp: nej men vänta nu, ska inte ni utbilda slutanvändare? Nej,
för det är superanvändarna som ska utbilda slutanvändarna och det ingår inte i pro-
jektscopet. Och det var viktig med påverkan på projektet.. för om slutanvändarutbild-
ningen också ska ingå då kostar det ju mer från leverantören och det kräver en längre
tidsplan.”

Alice, former PMO:

”(...)kursen innehöll till exempel vad står WWW för, vad innebär det att du ens är på
nätet, alltså på den nivån. Man har ingen aning om vad folk ligger på för teknikkompe-
tens, och man får förutsätta att alla är, jag vill inte säga barn för jag tror att barn har
rätt bra koll, men pensionärer. Det finns säkert pensionärer som jobbar på sjukhuset,
och de måste också kunna förstå systemen, så utbildning är jätteviktigt.”

Kim, Project Leader:

”Och första veckan, så ställs inte larmet ut. För då har en kvinna då som jobbade
på hjärtintensiven, varit med på alla utbildningar, men hon hade bar inte tryckt på
knappen. Och den här damen var inte van vid mobiltelefoner eller touchskärmar eller
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någonting sådant. Och det var en touchskärm vi hade för att ställa ut larmet.”

Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader:

Det ökade sannolikheten för att man tog emot det på ett bra sätt sen. (...) När vi hade
utbildningarna och de gjorde de här övningarna och fastnade på någonting. Då kan
man ju återanknyta till: du vet ”tanken med det här är att” så förklarar man grunden
för det.

B.6 Security

Alice, former PMO:

”(...)hur ska systemet användas och hur ska vi kopplas upp? Hur ska data skickas mel-
lan olika system och vara krypterad? Det är en stor säkerhetsbit också, såklart vill man
inte höra ”Patientjournaler läcktes offentligt”, det kräver mycket förberedelser(...)”

Erik, Senior Consultant:

”(...)alla fattar ju att det här är ett system som kommer vara mer säkert för patienten,
men att introducera det för fort skulle vara mindre säkert, inom det liksom är bevisat,
validerat och att personalen är fullständigt utbildat på det, så det är liksom ingen idé,
så det är väl ett exempel på att ja men ok ”det finns”, det finns inget egentligt motstånd
till förändring, men det finns ju en riskaspekt i förändringar i den här verksamheten
specifikt i och med att den är så pass kopplad till säkerhet, och liksom patientens säker-
het i slutändan, det fungerar ju aldrig att du ger en felaktig dos liksom, att en patienten
inte får en dos den ska ha. Det får inte hände liksom, men det är klart det kan hända.”

Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager:

”Och jag tycker ofta man fastnar i den debatten: att man bara tittar bara på riskerna
(...). Men det är ingen som gör avvägningen att: ja, men det kanske ger ännu mer
patientnytta än vad risken är att det här faktiskt skulle hamna i orätta händer, och kan
vi förbättra så mycket för patienten så kanske det är värt den risken i så fall.”

”Men USA kan utkräva, egentligen utan domstolsbeslut eller i alla fall hemliga sådana,
uppgifter från servrar i utlandet om de servrarna bara ägs av ett amerikanskt bolag.
Det betyder att även om du har data på en Microsoft-serverhall i Sverige så är bolaget
amerikanskt och ur juridiskt perspektiv så är det svart och vitt. Så patientdata som
ligger på den server anses vara juridiskt röjt av denna anledning. Vi kan inte veta om
det blivit röjt, det vill säga om någon tredje part i USA kommit åt det här patientdatat,
vilket effektivt betyder att vi kan inte lägga data i moln av det slaget överhuvudtaget.
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Och då är vi fast i våra interna serverhallar som är ganska föråldrade och inte på
långa vägar har samma smidighet och snabbhet, och där en server istället kan ta ett
år(att beställa). Den kombinationen är den absolut mest krångliga i dagsläget.”

B.7 Organisational Impact

Elin, Solution Specialist:

”Vi jobbar ju med patologi som har sett likadant ut i flera 100 år liksom. Om vi då ska
säga att: (...) det du gör kan vi ersätta med en maskin som gör det istället liksom. Då
kan det bli lite känsligt.”

Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration:

”(...) många glömmer när man inför såna här system det är att på något vis stökar ju
till ens yrkesidentitet, du har då varit den absolut bästa på att läsa av pappersjournaler
och du är den man går till för att få förståelse (...) så helt plötsligt kommer det någon
20 åring men ipad springandes förbi liksom, en digital och då är du helt plötsligt den
som har minst koll.”

Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader:

”Du kan inte gå direkt på personalen och be och liksom och tro att det funkar utan du
måste. Det måste komma uppifrån.”

”(...) det här stora stora -projektet där tror jag att man hade stöd från hela vägen up-
pifrån från sjukhusdirektören till regiondirektör. Och att det nog var en av framgångsfaktorerna
som gjorde att man faktiskt, asså, att alla, att det blev liksom ett sånt driv att avsätta tid
och resurser för det.”

Alice, former PMO:

”Jag tror att ett sjukhus är extremt omoget för tekniska förändringar medan inom retail
till exempel (...) så har en IT-implementation större chans att lyckas för att människorna
som kommer ta över är adaptable och vana vid att det här händer. Man är lite mer
förlåtande mot problem också.”

Robin, Head of Healthcare IT Systems at a Swedish hospital:

”(...) kulturella förändringar (...) Ändra saker tekniskt, det går ofta, det kan vara en
viss utmaning i sig, men att faktiskt förändra det sätt som människor tänker och arbetar
är kanske det största och svåraste.”
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Minna, Researchers in Gender Studies and IT:

”Det här med att tänka att man måste in och ändra någon kultur, kulturen tror jag inte
är ett problem, det var inte så att folk var negativa på något sätt, utan det viktigaste med
implementeringen det är ju att systemet är anpassningsbart.”

Erik, Senior Consultant:

“(...) det blev någon slags stafettpinne av projektledare från förstudien fram till up-
phandling och genom implementering, och vi var totalt 6 olika projektledare under den
här tiden.”

Alice, former PMO:

“(...) kanske bara min åsikt, men har 16 personer bränt ut sig under implementationen
av det här systemet så har du inte lyckats med ditt projekt.”

B.8 Communication

Minna, Researcher Gender Studies and IT:

”Det är ju är en språkfråga också, liksom att den här sjuksköterskan som du ringer eller
mejlar eller vad hon gör, att hon blir förstådd av den här supporten, och att supporten
förstår henne eller att hon då förstår vad supporten svarar, det är ju lite vi har ju olika
språk..”

Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator:

”Det är lite mitt bidrag där till att överbrygga glappet - bryggan mellan IT-förvaltare
och så slutanvändaren på golvet, som pratar två olika språk och har olika behov av
systemen, olika förväntningar också.”

Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader:

”Alltså, det är det är en grej som är lurig och det är ju att nå alla användare. Det vet
jag att det har varit problematiskt. Det fanns ingen, inte så här en bra väg här. Här, den
här vägen går man för att nå alla användare utan man måste gå liksom omvägar via
vissa personer och hoppas att de sprider det vidare. Det är administrativa svårigheter
antar jag.”

Elin, Solution Specialist:

”Det första jag gjorde när jag gick in i den här rollen var att uppmuntra kunden till
att ha diskussioner där alla parter är med. Det ger också oss leverantörer en kontak-
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tpunkt där vi kan kommunicera direkt med varandra. (...) Vi värna ju allihopa (olika
leverantörer) om att kunden ska ha bästa möjliga lösning. Det tar bara tid att vänta på
andra kommunikationsomvägar.”

Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration:

”Alla tycker ju att man jobbar med utveckling, men det är ingen som riktigt vill säga att
ja men det är så här utvecklingen går till, så att det blir ju lätt att man skapar sina egna
öar och så här jobbar man med utvecklingen om det här.”

Connie, IT Administrator and Project Leader:

”Bara regionen har små enskilda öar som inte pratar så mycket med varandra.”

B.9 Bureaucracy

Kim, Project Leader:

”Lagen om offentlig upphandling är riktigt pina när det gäller regelverket för upphand-
lare. Ibland så får man ju tvingas köpa av leverantörer som man absolut inte vill ha.
För att regelverket säger det. (...) Deras personal har ju inte rätt kompetens, de har
dåliga referenser från runtomkring. Så då måste man liksom hitta ett sätt att artikulera
det i upphandlingen så att man inte får den leverantören för man är hela tiden rädd att
man ska få in de här jäkla leverantörerna som är hopplösa. (...) Nej, LOU förenklar
ingenting.”

Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator:

”(...) vi hamnar ju långt efter när det gäller såna här saker. Det ska till utredningar. Det
ska till upphandlingar. (...) Ja, och sen att det överklagas. För leverantörerna är det
ju otroligt stora pengar. De vill ju vinna till varje pris. Annars förlorar de en inkomst
vilket gör att man överklagar de här besluten mer och mer för att dra ut på processen
och då kan vi ju dra ut på ett halvår ett år 1,5 år. Det är inte ovanligt.”

”Det är ju bra att den finns för att skydda personers data och integritet, men indirekt så
försvårar det ju kontakten med leverantören. ”

Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager: ”Tvingar en att tänka på det och hantera
det, och hade jag inte blir tvingad till att göra det så hade det antagligen varit ganska
kaotiskt, och patientdata som hade flugit höger och vänster.”

Magnus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration:
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”Det är mycket hur vi förhåller oss till dem, ändamålen med dem är väldigt goda, men
det gäller ju att förstå hur de funkar och förstår vad du får göra och inte får göra, och
hur du kan använda dem till din fördel(...).”

Elin, Solution Specialist:

”(...) jag skulle egentligen vilja att det fanns mer riktlinjer (...) alla regioner vi jobbar
med är så olika sett till vilka resurser de har med på plats när de ska införa ett nytt
system. Om det fanns mer riktlinjer från ett centralt håll så hade det varit jättebra,
tycker jag i alla fall.”

Karl, Customer and Innovation Manager:

”Gör om allt, i princip, helst från ”scratch” så att vi sätter upp något nytt som funkar”

”Du riggar systemet ute efter att någon kanske någon gång skulle vilja göra något dåligt
och då vill vi fånga det. Inte ute efter att någon vill, de allra flesta, vill göra någonting
bra, och så riggar de systemet efter det. Jag tror att man behöver rigga systemet efter
att alla. . . utgångspunkten att alla vill åstadkomma någonting bra och sen så ska man
ju sätta upp liksom instanser och kontrollmekanismer som ligger utefter det, men som
ändå möter upp och ser till att det värsta inte händer.”

B.10 Technology Influence

Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator:

”Det jag upplever nu som besvärligt är att vi har Office-paketet där det finns massor av
funktioner som planner, to-do list, doodle. Och olika personer har kommit olika långt i
hur man använder och utnyttjar de här funktionerna, vilket gör att alla inte är med på
banan hur man ska göra. Och då känns det som det blir en frustration, varför kan du
inte bara skriva i ett kollegieblock eller varför kan inte bara ha det i Excel, det har ju
funkat förut.”

Minna, Researchers in Gender Studies and IT:

”Dels handlar det om att läkarna får komma mer till tals, dels är det ju så att läkarna
sätt att jobba, det här med att du gör en sak och sen dokumenterat, det är liksom lättare
att begripa, lättare att förutsätta för en designer, för att det här sättet som sjuksköter-
skorna jobbar, som att du hela tiden blir avbruten, och det finns liksom ingen sam-
manhängande tid, det är inte riktigt något som naturligt sitter i huvudet på en sys-
temdesigner, så det liksom det är ett helt annat, det är en helt annan miljö, då man inte
har gjort det där så att vi gjorde då att man följer sjuksköterskor, så inser man inte att
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det är så.”

”(...)istället för att köpa system från stora leverantörer eller i tillägg till det så skulle
man så att säga har mer IT system designers anställda på regionerna inom sjukvården.”

”(...)så uppdaterar man inte maskinvaran i samma takt som man trycker in nya system,
så de har liksom datorer som inte riktigt klarar av eller precis klarar av de nya sys-
temkraven som nu, alltså maskinsystemkraven som de nya systemen har, vilket innebär
att det blir väldigt mycket strul, liksom det hänger sig, och man blir utkastad och sånt,
det har också varit intressant att man så att säga satsar på systemen, men folk kör med
maskiner som nästan inte räcker till då.”

Magnus, Licensed Nurse, Object Specialist and System Administrator:

”Ja det är IT-enheten här som har byggt det här testrummet där. Där finns det ju alla
olika datorer vi har. Alltså bärbara datorer, DELL datorer och sen olika versioner av
dem som finns ute på golvet, olika operativsystem.(...)För att säkerställa att det inte
blir kaos den dag man uppgraderar för användaren på golvet. Det är dumt om typ
5000 datorer slås ut för att jag installerade min den här uppdateringen, som gör att
produktionen stannar totalt. Det blir ekonomiska - det blir ekonomiskt förödande.”

Magus, Head of Unit in Hospital Administration:

”(...) jag är liksom allergisk mot termen att ”vi gör en pilot”, att göra en pilot innebär
att du har ingen aning om någonting utan du bara skickar ut den på för att kolla läget
liksom, sånt stressar ju sjukvården också, men vi gör en pilot och så slänger man ut IT-
system, ingen vet riktigt hur vi följer upp det, ingen vet riktigt vad syftet är och sen så
kommer man efter att när vi gjort piloten då gör vi ett breddinförande(...)”
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